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Letter from the Editor

Dear Tukkie
As a current student and soon-to-be
graduate you will shortly complete
your degree and the world will be your
oyster. But before you reach that point,
it is important that you have thought
about the future after completing your
undergraduate studies. This is particularly
applicable to the current situation in
which the world finds itself.
Higher education has been impacted
significantly by the rapid spread of the
coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak, creating
uncertainty across the sector. Without
a doubt, the corona virus pandemic
has had major implications for higher
education; many universities moved to
online teaching and learning. It appears
that the virus has been a catalyst
for unprecedented change in higher
educational learning.
COVID-19 has caused many disruptions
and has had severe consequences for the
economy and job market - this while the
outbreak is only in its early stages. The
implications for students and graduates
entering the job market are uncertain
at this stage and a possible economic
recession might be unavoidable. On
a positive note, employers and the
Career Services Office’s (CSO) platforms
are adjusting their career advice and
recruitment processes by increasingly
switching to online interviews and

virtual career fairs. Both graduates and
employers need to be proactive and
adaptable in these unprecedented times.
Graduates need to be competitive and
seek to increase their employability in an
effort to make them more desirable to
potential employers.
The CSO, in conjunction with Enterprises
UP, offers a variety of online courses to
assist with the transition from university
to the world of work. Although searching
for a job might prove to be frustrating,
complex and time-consuming, if done
correctly, it will result in a first job that is
compatible with your skills and interests,
and also one that provides a satisfying
start to your career.
In addition, the CSO, together with
Enterprises UP, has also launched
the Ready for Work programme. This
programme is specifically designed
for students and graduates from the
University of Pretoria (UP) to acquire the
requisite skills and attributes to help them
integrate more easily into the job market,
and to move from education to the world
of work with essential and/or specialised
skills that will improve their employment
(or self-employment) prospects. Students
can access these courses through the
Enterprise UP webpage at http://www.
enterprises.up.ac.za/ready4work, as
well as ClickUP. You will have to self-enrol.
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Other new services offered by the CSO to
enhance student employability, involve
an official internship programme in
collaboration with UP’s Department of
Learning and Development, as well as
making LinkedIn employability-related
training courses available to students.
The Career Services Graduate Guide is
a booklet that touches on a variety of
employment-related topics. These topics
include tips on compiling your curriculum
vitae (CV), preparing for an interview, the
contact details and profiles of various
prospective employers, and many
more. The CSO arranges career days to
expose you to a variety of employment
opportunities with some of South Africa’s
top employers.

Marile Roos
Project Coordinator:
Employability and training
Career Services Office

The Career Services team wishes you
success for your future and shares in your
excitement as you complete your degree.
We look forward to provide you with the
necessary support to embark on your
professional career.

“The CSO, in conjunction with Enterprises UP,
offers a variety of online courses to assist with the
transition from university to the world of work.”

WINNER

2020

BEST CAREER
FAIR
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profound
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We�are�quantitative�strategy�
consultants�looking�for�top�
achievers�with�a�record�of�
excellence���demonstrated�
by�results.�They�are�
professional,�focusing�on�
what�is�relevant.�They�have�
shown�they�work�well�in�
teams,�are�trustworthy,�have�
a�strong�sense�of�humility�
and�a�good�sense�of�humour.�
They�are�committed�to�
growth.
�Top�achiever
�Analytical
�Teamplayer
�Valuesdriven
Find�out�what�we�do�and�apply�online�at
globaladvisors.biz/apply

'LOBAL�!DVISORS
We�only�accept�tailored�applications�made�via�our�online�application�process.�
While�we�accept�applications�yearround,�we�advise�that�applications�be�made�by�the�
31st�August�due�to�the�limited�number�of�positions�on�offer.

globaladvisors.biz
facebook.com/GlobalAdvisors.biz
linkedin.com/companies/globaladvisors
twitter.com/global_advisors
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CALENDAR

Graduate
Recruitment
Handbook 2021

see more info

5 April

1

Lectures commence for quarter 1

15 March

2

Virtual General Career Fair

3 - 4 May

3

Virtual Law Career Fair

6 May

4

5

6

7

Virtual Internal Auditing Career Fair

TBC

Virtual Actuarial Career Fair

7 May

Lectures end for quarter 1

7 May

May Recess

8 May- 16 May

Lectures commence for quarter 2

17 May

Virtual Accounting Career Fair

20 May

Lectures end for quarter 2 and
semester 1

5 July

August Recess

1 August - 15 August

Lectures commence for quarter 3
and semester 2

16 August

Virtual Engineering, Built
Environment & IT Career Fair

25 - 26 August

Virtual Management Sciences
Career Fair

27 August

Lectures end for quarter 3

5 October

October Recess

6 October - 10 October

Lectures commence for quarter 4

11 October

Lectures end for quarter 4 and
semester 2

26 November
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CALENDAR
January
Academic Year Commences

4 January

February
Employability Webinars

All year round

March
Employability Webinars

All year round

Lectures commence for quarter 1

15 March

April
Employability Webinars

All year round

May
Employability Webinars

All year round

Recruitment booklet made available to
students

12 May

Virtual General Career Fair

3 - 4 May

Virtual Law Career Fair

6 May

Virtual Internal Auditing Career Fair

TBC

Virtual Actuarial Career Fair

7 May

Lectures end for quarter 1

7 May

May Recess

8 - 16 May

Lectures commence for quarter 2

17 May

Virtual Accounting Career Fair

20 May

June
Recruitment booklet available to students

All year round

Employability Webinars

All year round
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CALENDAR
July
Lectures end for quarter 2 and semester 1

5 July

August
August Recess

1 - 15 August

Employability Webinars

All year round

Recruitment booklet available to students

All year round

Lectures commence for quarter 3 and
semester 2
Virtual Engineering, Built Environment & IT
Career Fair
Virtual Management Sciences Career Fair

16 August
25 - 26 August
27 August

September
Employability Webinars

All year round

Recruitment booklet available to students

All year round

OCTOBER
Employability Webinars

-All year round

Recruitment booklet available to students
Lectures end for quarter 3

All year round
5 October

October Recess

6 - 10 October

Lectures commence for Quarter 4

11 October

NOVEMBER
Lectures end for quarter 4 and semester 2

26 November

DECEMBER
University closes at 10:00

23 December

A MIND FOR NUMBERS CAN CHANGE THE FUTURE.
BECOME A #YOUNGDIFFERENCEMAKER.

DO YOU SEE THE POTENTIAL FOR MONEY TO MAKE A REAL AND
LASTING DIFFERENCE?
Then the Nedbank Quants Graduate
Programme is the perfect platform from
which to launch your career in banking.
Come and be a #YoungDifferenceMaker.

Applications are open for postgraduate
students pursuing qualifications in
mathematics, statistics, applied
mathematics or other quantitative
degrees. Seize the opportunity to become
a world-class quant professional!
For more information on how
to join the Nedbank Quantitative
Graduate Programme, go to
www.nedbank.co.za\quants.

NEDBANK GRADUATE PROGRAMME
– QUANTITATIVE ANALYST

Nedbank is looking for energetic, driven and
hard-working graduates who have a passion
for specialising in quantitative and capital
risk management.
Quant graduates at Nedbank are given
the opportunity to work alongside industry
experts in different business units across
the bank.

As a quants graduate, you will experience
tailor-made, career-focused rotations in
various business units across the bank.
This exposure will give you the opportunity
to create a fulfilling career aligned to your
own unique career aspirations.
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CAREER SERVICES

Meet the team

Michele le Grange
Manager: Career Services
Career Services Office
T: 012 420 4183
E: michele.legrange@up.ac.za

Marile Roos
Project Coordinator:
Employability and training
Career Services Office
T: 012 420 2315
E: marile.roos@up.ac.za

Tando Tyakume
Project Coordinator: Recruitment and
Career Fairs
Career Services Office
T: 012 420 5886
E: tando.tyakume@up.ac.za

Johannah Legodi
Project Coordinator: Internship and
Graduate placements
Career Services Office
T: 012 420 4370
E: u05080267@up.ac.za
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CAREER SERVICES

Meet the team

Ezekiel Modikoa
Admin Assist: HR and Finance
Career Services Office
T: 012 420 2153
E: ezekiel.modikoa@up.ac.za

Robinson Mosebi
Admin Assist: Bookings and Finance
Career Services Office
T: 012 420 7359
E: robinson.mosebe@up.ac.za

EXCITING IT
GRADUATE OPPORTUNITY
Are you studying towards an
IT-related degree?

Are you keen to join the exciting
world of insurtech?
If yes, APPLY NOW for a spot on the
Brolink IT Graduate Programme.
Hands-on work experience
Learn more about tech in the insurance space
Potential for permanent employment on
successful completion of the programme

For more information or to apply, email:

Human.Resources@brolink.co.za
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CAREER SERVICES

Message from the
Manager’s desk
Michele Le Grange
Manager
Career Services Office

Dear Student
As you are preparing to enter the world of
work, we have put together this graduate
handbook to further assist you with the
final stages of this transition. We did
not anticipate the changes that we had
to undergo in the past year due to the
current situation we are facing with the
pandemic. This has led us to unlearn and
relearn the way we do things. Although
we had to move student and employer
engagements to online platforms, our
office still provides the same service.
Our purpose at the CSO is to assist UP
students and graduates to become
more employable and the first choice of
employers. In this publication, we have put
together valuable tools and information
that will assist you in obtaining your goal,
because, “Your success matters”. I want to
encourage you to reach out and engage
with the team at the CSO for assistance
with essential and specialised skills that
will improve your job (or self-employment)
prospects.

The job market’s competitive nature has
increased exponentially over the past
few years. The services offered by the UP
CSO will enable you to master the skills
required to deal with the challenges that
are so synonymous with the world of
work.
I look forward to meeting and working
with you as you build a prosperous and
fulfilling career.
I wish you all of the best with your studies.

Kick-start
your career!
CV’s

Vacation work

Job searches

Cover letters

Campus jobs Internships

Cover letters
Mock interviews

Internships

Campus jobs

Vacation work

Connecting with industry
Let us help you...
Visit Career Services UP
THE

Old Chemistry Building I careerservices@up.ac.za
WAY

Tell us how it felt to be a
recipient of kindness!

Make today matter
Read more about

UP

AT A GLANCE

The UP Way

This is what we stand for as an institution:
•
•
•

It’s as much about where UP comes from as to where we are headed
It’s about UP’s excellence, innovation, diversity growth, kindness and making a
difference every day
It’s about what we do to make today matter.
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DIVERSE, RESPONSIVE
AND PIONEERING
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STEEPED IN HISTORY ...

... WHILE EMBRACING THE FUTURE

SUPPORTED BY A TALENT BANK ...

... DELIVERING SUCCESSFUL
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African Bank

MyWORLD

Bank Account made easy.
Open an African Bank
MyWORLD Bank Account.

A
cc
ou
nt

You’re starting out. You’ve got your degree.
The African Bank MyWORLD
Bank Account is the perfect bank account
to grow with you on your new journey.
Digitally enabled, this bank account is
hassle-free, simple to navigate and use.

M
yW
O
RL
D

Ba
nk

How do I start? It’s easy:

How easy is that?

Visit africanbank.co.za

African Bank Limited is an authorised FSP and registered credit provider. NCR Reg No: NCRCP7638. Reg No: 2014/176899/06.
*Online banking is Free to use for Telkom, Vodacom, MTN and Cell C networks and cannot be guaranteed for other networks, excluding App downloads.

A
fr
e
th
w
ith

2. Once done you’ll have an online
banking profile linked to internet
banking, our App and cellphone
banking – which you can
access and transact
from 24/7.

ic

an

Ba

nk

1. You can open an African Bank MyWORLD
Bank Account in just 5 minutes,
online, from anywhere.
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CAREER SERVICES
Cover letter example
General Tips:
•
Adjust your cover letter according the job specs criteria provided
•
A Cover letter concerns both you and the company you are apply to
•
Use key words, specified in the job specs (Do not copy and paste)
•
Add a cover letter with each application unless specified differently
•
If the person details for who application should be submitted to is provided, make
sure to use in the Cover letter “Dear Ms. Jones”
•
Be concise (Keep your CV on one page, ensure to follow application instruction
provided if relevant)
•
Avoid using abbreviations e.g. I’ve etc.
•
Avoid slang
•
Avoid Jargon, unless specifically used in the job spec
•
Do not overuse personal pronouns e.g. “I would describe myself …..” I am
professional…..”
•
Be enthusiastic, yet use a professional writing style
•
Do not merely rewrite your CV
•
Remember to attach your CV
•
Do not leave the subject line blank (State the position you are applying for, stipulated
in the job specs)
•
Ensure to proof read and get someone else to proof read your cover letter before
submission

Student / Graduate Name
Student / Graduate physical address (on the right side of page)
Company Name (on the left side of the page)
Company physical address
To: (Name provided in the job spec) if no name was provided rather state “Dear
Recruitment Manager”
First Paragraph
•
Introduce your education and the educational institution (Do not have to state your
name here)
•
Confirm what position you are applying for (If there is a reference number also
confirm)
•
Where did you hear about the position
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CAREER SERVICES
Cover letter example
Second Paragraph
•
The company is looking for a good fit for their organization, your goal is to
demonstrate this alignment
•
Therefore, state why you have applied for a position at the particular company.
•
It is very important to do extensive research on the company. (Company culture,
current news, goals, culture and competition)
•
Motivate, and demonstrate why you would like to be employed by this company.
Aim to align your interests etc. with the company goals / culture
Third Paragraph
•
Demonstrate with your education, work experience and skills that you have the
criteria that the company stipulated in the job spec
•
Mention notable achievements
•
Demonstrate in what way you can be an asset to the organization by stating relevant
examples of skills and accomplishments and who these can benefit the company
goals
•
Demonstrate company person fit
•
Use relevant key words used in the job spec
Final paragraph
•
Explain any gaps available on your CV (If applicable)
•
Indicate appreciation for potential opportunity
•
Confirm other attached documents
•
Confirm availability
Sign off
•
Use “Yours sincerely” if you have addressed the person by name, or “Yours faithfully”
if not, and finish with your name underneath
•
For convenience add you cell phone number and email address below your name

Marile Roos
Project Coordinator: Employability and training
Career Services Office
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CAREER SERVICES
CV example
Joleen Tapson
Hatfield, Pretoria 0083
Cell:
Email:
LinkedIn:
Tip:
LinkedIn is the perfect platform to build profession relationships, ensure to connect with
friends, peers, alumni etc.
PROFESSIONAL PROFILE
Tip:
A professional profile is an introductory paragraph at the beginning of your CV containing
a short summary of your background and career Plans. It must be personalised to every
job application in order to suit the position. Highlight who you are? What are your strengths
relevant to the position? What are you interested in? What are your career goals?
E.g. Sociology graduate from the University of Pretoria. Possess practical approach to problem
solving, and excellent leadership skills. Interested in enhancing my career by branching in
public administration. Moreover, my goal is to complete my Master’s degree in Sociology.
EDUCATION
2017–2018:
			
2014–2017:
2009–2013:
			

Sociology Honours, University of Pretoria
•
Achieved two distinctions - [list subject]
BA General, University of Pretoria
National Senior Certificate, ABC High School
•
Achieved four A’s (list subjects]

Tip:
Always start with the most recent information first.
E.g. first your postgraduate qualification, then your undergraduate qualification, and finally
your high school certificate.
Tip:
Personalise this section by only adding the modules/majors/subjects that are beneficial
for you being considered for the position. You do not need to list all modules from your
first year or all of your high school subjects.

Career Services Office
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CAREER SERVICES
CV example (continued)
WORK EXPERIENCE
2017 – Current: Sales Assistant, Vodacom
•
Assisting customers
•
Arranging stock
Tip:
Again, start with the most recent job that you have held. Always make it clear if it was
part-time work, permanent or voluntary. List your duties in bullet points, avoid personal
pronouns and paragraphs.
E.g. Try utilising action words such as “Ensured that…” “Responsible for…”
ACHIEVEMENTS AND LEADERSHIP
2015:
		

Golden Key Award
• Top 15% of the Humanities Faculty with an average of 80%

TRAINING
2014:

Short course in Project Management, Institution Name

Tip:
Training includes anything that you have done outside of your formal qualifications for
example “The Ready for Work Programme”.
SKILLS
Languages
English (fluent), Afrikaans (conversational)
Computer Literacy
•
Proficient in Microsoft skills including MS Word, Excel and PowerPoint
•
Research
•
Quantitative and Qualitative research skills
•
Data collection and data analysis experience
Tip:
Remember to think outside the box and unpack the skills that you have learnt throughout
your degree for example software’s and programmes used as well as concepts that you
have learnt.
It is important to give academic and work related skills examples.
E.g. Brand management, MATLAB, PYTHON, Pastel, etc.
Career Services Office
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CAREER SERVICES
CV example (continued)
REFERENCES
Professor Wright
Senior Lecturer, University of Pretoria
Cell:
Email:
Tip:
Inform your references that you have listed them on your CV and ensure that your
references are people that you know in a professional capacity, who can vouch for
your work ethic. Strive for a maximum of two references on your CV unless otherwise
requested.
Additional Tips:
•
Adjust your CV according to the Job specs criteria provided for each application
•
Use key words provided by the job specs
•
Follow application instructions (e.g. Provide a two page CV with 3 references)
•
Format and spacing needs to be consistent

Career Services Office
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Attending a Virtual Career Fair
How to stand out at a Virtual Career Fair Virtual.
Career fairs have become an easy and convenient way for employers
and job seekers to connect, especially during the pandemic.

Many companies are still looking to
hire graduates and a virtual career fair
is a great way for graduates to find
opportunities and connect with potential
employers as we practice physical
distancing. On the other hand, it is easy to
slack on preparation for an event you will
likely be attending online and from the
comfort of your home.
Here is how you can prepare to rock and
stand out at a virtual career fair (VCF)
Do your research
Ahead of time, register and log into the
platform hosting the VCF. Review the list
of employers, profiles, job opportunities
and make a list of the companies that
interest you. Once you have identified
your potential employers, spend some
time gathering background information
about them. Research the employers by
using different resources such as their
company website, LinkedIn profiles,
online articles, and any other social media
profiles. This will help you formulate
questions that you can ask the employer;
questions that are not answered on
an employer’s website. Preparation

impresses the employer as it shows that
you have a genuine interest and you took
time to get to know them.
Practice your elevator pitch
Conversations at VCFs are less about
personal chemistry and more about your
skills, experience, achievements – and
about what questions you ask, and how
you talk about yourself. Your elevator
pitch is a quick, 30-second introduction
that can help you make a great first
impression with employers. Start by
sharing your name, year of study and
major or area of interest. Talk about
the positions you are interested in, and
some relevant skills or experiences you
have. Think of it as a statement on your
personal brand. Also, be ready to talk
about your career interests as well as
academic and extracurricular experiences
to display your skills and strengths.
Create a comfortable environment to
interact with employers
As you will be chatting to employers
digitally, you should not waste time
with small talk, and miss your chance
to ask important questions or give full,
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CAREER SERVICES
impressive responses. So keep your list of
questions and notes nearby. Find a quiet
place to chat with no distractions, and be
mindful of the background if you will be
on camera. Dress professionally for your
chat sessions. This can help put you in a
better mind-set during the fair and make
a good first impression.
Update your data
It can be hard to catch an employer’s
attention without being physically faceto-face. Therefore, you will need to rely
on your CV and social media pages to
reflect your personal brand and what
you represent. Your employer is also
on a computer and can easily look you
up, so take time to clean up and update
your LinkedIn and other social media
profiles. Make sure you have a résumé
that highlights your skills, abilities and
experience in various file formats, ready
to submit online to recruiters.
Communicate professionally
Most often in a virtual world much of
the communication takes place through
written interactions in a chat or texting
format. To make a great first impression
you will want to demonstrate strong
written communication skills. Spelling
and punctuation do matter, and slang
or shortened spelling of words will not
typically be appropriate.

Tando Tyakume
Project Coordinator:
Recruitment & Career Events
Career Services Office

“Many companies
are still looking to
hire graduates and
a virtual career fair
is a great way
for graduates to
find opportunities
and connect.”

Remember, just because VCFs are
held virtually does not make them less
important or less of an opportunity to
make connections.

WINNER

2020

BEST CAREER
FAIR

Do you want to make a real diﬀerence to the way people
work, live and thrive?
Launch your career at IQbusiness, the leading independent management and technology consulting
ﬁrm in South Africa. We’re part of a community of over 2500 certiﬁed B Corporations
worldwide committed to using business as a force for good balancing proﬁt and purpose to grow
people, community, country and continent. IQbusiness is a place to reimagine change as
opportunity.
The IQbusiness Internship Programme oﬀers inspired, passionate and motivated graduates with the
opportunity to gain practical experience and maximise their professional impact in a consulting
environment.
Be part of a team that helps companies overcome their toughest business challenges. Bring your
independent thinking, an appetite for change and let’s do great work together.

Applications open 1 June 2021
www.iqbusiness.net/graduates
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Student feedback: Workshops

Mlungisi Nkululeko Mgcobo
Bachelor of Administration
(International Relations)

Experience with the CSO’s
employability service
The employability workshop broadened
my knowledge on how to apply for jobs,
prepare for interviews and also how to
search for reputable companies.
Was the workshop helpful?
Many people struggle to find employment,
not because they don’t qualify but because
they don’t have a platform to search for
vacancies and do not know how to stand
out from the crowd. The CSO employability
assistance will help them in this regard.

Zanele Zimo
BSc Geology

Experience with the CSO’s
employability service
I improved my CV writing skills, meaning
that I now have a better chance of getting
shortlisted and getting a job.
Was the workshop helpful?
It is very beneficial to all students or
alumni who are trying to build their career.
People pay for those kinds of services but
UP students and alumni have the privilege
of having access to these services for free.
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Student feedback: Workshops

Hunadi Masala
BA General

Experience with the CSO’s
employability service
The CSO has introduced to me a wide
range of employment opportunities by
offering webinars on different aspects of
what to do after graduation and how to
enhance my CV through online lessons.
Even during the pandemic it has continued
to reach out and inform me about
employment opportunities.
Was the workshop helpful?
I would recommend the employability
assistance provided by the CSO to anyone
because it caters for everyone in every
faculty at UP and it offers various services
that will help to improve your chances of
being employed, like the Ready for Work
Programme.

Vusimuzi Elliot Khoza
LLB

Experience with the CSO’s
employability service
The CSO provided a comprehensive CV
and cover letter template. I attended
the session on interview skills and it has
helped me make a good impression at
interviews.
Was the workshop helpful?
I believe that people make really small
mistakes and these can be avoided, but
you won’t know what they are if you don’t
participate in such programmes.

More than just
auditors
Let KPMG introduce you to a world
of opportunity.
We understand that you are multi-talented and diverse. So are we!
KPMG is a global network of professional firms providing Audit, Tax and
Advisory services across 156 countries. We are more than just an audit fi rm.
That is why your career has the potential to be more.
Your opportunities include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

External Audit (including the Chartered Accountant Advisory Programme)
Deal Advisory
Tech Assurance
Digital Consulting
Financial Risk Management
Internal Audit Risk & Compliance
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exposed to is astonishing. There has not
been a single day where I have not felt that
I am learning something. IQbusiness puts
a huge emphasis on continuous learning
and development. It is important to note
that you also have to put in the effort to
learn.
Consulting is a fast-paced industry, so
it is vital that you put in the effort to
learn and upskill yourself in terms of the
continuously changing industries and
markets.

From which university did you graduate
and with what qualification?
I graduated from the University of Pretoria
with a bachelor’s degree in Mechanical
Engineering.
What is your current role in IQbusiness?
I am an associate consultant in the
Technology Enablement Practice division,
in the digital design team specifically
focussed on UI/UX design. However, as
a graduate I am exposed to multiple
industries and practices at IQbusiness.
I might possibly work in other practices
such as process innovation or risk,
analytics and sustainability, depending on
the project’s needs and the client. Wellrounded consultants are versatile and
have multiple skillsets - they should be
able to work in many different areas of the
business.
What has been the most fundamental
aspect of the internship to date?
The rapid and continuous learning I am
experiencing daily has been incredible.
The amount of knowledge that I am

Describe your experience at IQbusiness
and why would you recommend joining
the internship programme?
My experience at IQbusiness has been
really fruitful. There is a tremendous
amount that you learn and experience.
I have developed on a personal level in
all aspects, gaining meta-skills such as
public speaking and negotiating to more
technical skills such as business analysis,
process analytics and the fundamental
skills required to be a consultant.
I would recommend joining the internship
programme to anyone who wants to
experience incredible levels of growth and
development. There is always someone
there to mentor you every step of the
way on your career’s journey; you aren’t
travelling this road blindly. Anyone who
wants the experience of having agency
over your career path should apply.
What advice can you give graduates
who are looking for internships and
jobs, based on your current knowledge
and what you have been through?
If you are currently applying for
internships and jobs, my best advice would
be to get your applications in early rather
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IQbusiness employment experiences
than to wait. It’s better to apply early than
to miss the chance of applying at all. Also,
apply for many internships. COVID-19
and the changing work environment have
made it more difficult, but you need to
keep applying.
When you apply for multiple internships,
track them on a spreadsheet or a Word
document so you know who has replied
and who has not. My other piece of advice

would be to have your CV updated and to
keep it short and concise. Your CV should
not be longer than two or three pages.
A CV should display concise information
about you to a potential employer.
Employers will go through thousands of
CVs so they need to read through your CV
at a glance.

Perfect your game.
Learn some moves.
Make some waves…
A world of opportunity in retail, commercial and investment
banking, finance and asset management awaits.
All you have to do…

S TA R T
Explore a world of opportunities available to Quant and CA students and
graduates, from year 2 onwards.
Build a meaningful career that makes a positive difference in the challenging,
exciting and rapidly evolving field of financial services with FirstRand – a
diversified financial services group operating in several countries.
Eager for the future? Want to know more? Exploring possibilities?

Make your START at firstrand.co.za/start

//START
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From which university did you graduate
and with what qualification?
I graduated from the University of Pretoria
with a BCom Law degree with majors in
Taxation and Financial Accounting.
What is your current role in IQbusiness?
I am currently a senior associate
consultant in the Governance, Risk and
Compliance practice.
What has been the most fundamental
aspect of the internship to date?
The accelerated learning model and
vast amount of knowledge of consulting
I received as part of the internship
experience have been fundamental to
my success as an associate. I was also
given opportunities to make inspirational
changes in people’s lives using tools like
mentorship and community outreach.
Those two aspects have been the
highlights of my internship at IQbusiness.

Describe your experience at IQbusiness
and why would you recommend joining
the internship programme?
Being granted the opportunity to work at
one of South Africa’s leading independent
consulting firms, as a young African
woman, has been remarkable to say the
least. Learning from brilliant minds and
being supported by seniors as well as
fellow interns have contributed greatly
to shaping my career. The IQbusiness
internship has successfully managed to
grow me as a management consultant
and as a person and I would recommend
this experience to graduates looking to
begin their careers in an environment that
provides you with all the tools required to
make game-changing impacts.
What advice can you give graduates
who are looking for internships and
jobs, based on your current knowledge
and what you have been through?
It is vital to take your career in your
own hands, by starting to search for
employment opportunities as soon as you
begin your final year. Conduct relevant
research in terms of the industries in
which you would like to work and the type
of work you would like to be involved in.
Do not apply for the sake of applying. Find
out where you can learn and grow the
most and put your best foot forward in
making that a reality.
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IQbusiness employment experiences
in order to make better informed career
decisions. IQbusiness has developed a
unique accelerated programme which
jump-starts your career. Having seen other
internships across other organisations,
IQbusiness’s unique approach to its
internship programme is a game changer.

From which university did you graduate
and with what qualification?
I graduated from the University of
Johannesburg with a BSc IT degree.
What is your current role in IQbusiness?
I am senior manager in the Technology
Enablement practice at IQbusiness.
What has been the most fundamental
aspect of the internship to date?
The support and accelerated learning
across the internship programme build a
solid foundation.
Describe your experience at IQbusiness
and why would you recommend joining
the internship programme?
I have now been at IQbusiness for
eight years since starting back in 2013.
I was fortunate enough to experiment
in different competencies, delivery
approaches and frameworks which have
provided me with a breadth of experience

What advice can you give graduates
who are looking for internships and
jobs, based on your current knowledge
and what you have been through?
Trying to frantically get into an internship
can be extremely stressful. Keeping
composed and professional really helps
in this regard. One of my biggest learning
points has been being able to explore,
experiment and experience different
tools, technologies, methodologies and
frameworks. Consulting gives you a
breadth of experience and as such, you
have the ability to experience things for
yourself before making any long-term
career decision.
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Describe your experience at IQbusiness
and why would you recommend joining
the internship programme?
IQbusiness is a family. Within the first few
weeks I grew close to my colleagues and
peers. Having those strong connections
from the start really helped with the
rest of the journey so far. You are never
alone in anything at IQbusiness. There
will always be an incredible support
structure that cares about you and about
your growth and development, both as a
consultant and as a person.

From which university did you graduate
and with what qualification?
I graduated from the University of Pretoria
with an undergraduate degree in BCom
Human Resources Management, honours
degree in Industrial Psychology, and
currently I am in my final year of MCom
Industrial Psychology.
What is your current role in IQbusiness?
I am currently a senior associate in the
Human Performance practice.
What has been the most fundamental
aspect of the internship to date?
It has been incredible seeing how
committed IQbusiness is to our growth.
Throughout the internship journey we
were exposed to an extensive list of
training experiences. The levels of skills
and knowledge I gained throughout this
year is incredible. I will probably be able
to rely on some of these learnings for the
rest of my career. Our extensive training
experience really sets this internship apart
from others.

What advice can you give graduates
who are looking for internships and
jobs, based on your current knowledge
and what you have been through?
Just give it your best and be yourself. By
being yourself, they have the opportunity
to accurately gauge if you would be happy
and fit into the company culture. Another
important thing is to view each experience
as a learning opportunity. Whether
enjoyable or not, there will always be
something to learn. By having a growth
mindset and actively focusing on the
learning potential of each opportunity, you
allow yourself to grow and develop every
minute of each day. This will set you up for
the rest of your career. It is all about your
attitude and willingness.
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Companies Interview tips

General tips
1. Be confident in your own ability and bring enthusiasm.
2. Research the company - recruiters are impressed if you show interest in the
company.
3. Have your common interview answers ready (where do you see yourself in 5
years, why would we hire you, etc).
4. Ask questions - it shows interest.

Three interview questions to expect
and prepare for, and what you as a
recruiter considers the ideal answers
to be.
1. Tell me about yourself, something
that is not in your CV?
Show your love for tech and be prepared
to answer questions that are not based on
your CV.

2.

How do you deal with conflict in
the workplace?
Use examples of best ways that you have
dealt with situations.
3.

What was your biggest challenge
working in a team?
Tell us about your way of thinking and
your way of dealing with conflict.

Doreth Hanekom | info@retrorabbit.co.za | www.retrorabbit.co.za

General tips
1. Don’t provide an answer to a question that you don’t understand. Rather ask
the interviewer to repeat the question and maybe offer an example.
2.
Honesty is always the best policy. Do not create expectations that you will not
be able to meet should you be appointed in the position.
3. Confidence is your best accessory. Trust in your own ability and experience will
leave a memorable impression.
4. Three interview questions to expect and prepare for, and what you as a
recruiter considers the ideal answers to be.
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1. What are your ambitions in life?
This will depend on your personality and
what you wish to achieve in life and your
career.
2.

What is your take on personal time
management and will you comply
if no one is looking over your
shoulder?
If you sign a contract and receive a salary
for working from 08:00 till 17:00, then you
need to apply self-discipline in working your
hours-worth. Companies rely on employees
to commit fully to working their assigned
hours and honouring their contracts.

3.

Should you be accepted for this
position, and receive a phone
call from another organisation a
month later offering you a better
opportunity, will you take it?
This will depend on what your ambitions
are. If you wish to reach the top as quickly
as possible, getting as much experience as
possible, then you will be jumping from one
opportunity to the next. However loyalty
speaks volumes and you can still reach the
top by sticking to a strategically outlined
career plan.

Coenie Middel, CEO Middel & Partners

General tips
1. Your preparation must show them how important the process is to you. Do
research about the company (Who they are and what they do etc).
2. Know which role you are being interviewed for.
3. Check the company address: Make sure you know where you are going and sort
out transport issues beforehand.
4. Make sure you are on time for your interview.
5. Physical appearance: Make sure you are comfortable in what you are wearing;
how you are dressed plays an important role in your confidence.
Interviews can be stressful, but as
long as you have prepared, you need
to calm down and believe in yourself.
Three interview questions to expect and
prepare for, and what you as a recruiter
considers the ideal answers to be.

2.

What are your strengths and
weaknesses?
Tell us what you are good at and about
your developmental areas (with your
developmental areas, tell us how you are
planning to improve).

1. Tell us about yourself.
Share about who you are, your
qualifications, skills and experiences, what
you do for fun and any involvement in the
community.

3.

What do you know about the
company?
Google the company website and research
more about who they are and what they do.

Patience Khumalo - Nexia SAB&T
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General tips
1. The most important is to relax and be yourself. The interviewers want to see the
best of you, and are not looking for the worst in a candidate.
2. Be calm, arrive early, dress neatly, and most importantly, be yourself!
3. Formal wear at work is no longer required, therefore a suit might not be
necessary, but gym kit or hoodies will not project a professional image.
4. Practise projecting your voice, and enunciate your words carefully. If English
is not your home language, listen to English on the radio, on TV, and practise
speaking it on your own or to others.
5. Never lie in an interview.
6. Maintain eye contact with the interviewer.
7. Remember that if it is good for the company it will be good for you, and the
reverse is true as well. You only want a job that will be good for both parties.
Three interview questions to expect
and prepare for:
1. Tell me all about you:
I want to know where you grew up,
about your immediate family, why you
studied what you did, any challenges you
experienced and how these affected you.

reliable, punctual, hard working. I want to
remember you after the interview, and I
want to connect with you as an individual,
so speak from your heart! I can read these
adjectives in every CV, but now you need
to stand out for me, and will only do so by
being honest and real.

Tell me what school you went to, what
your matric subjects were, what your
results were like, and whether or not they
are a reflection of what you are capable of.

3. What are your weaknesses?
Everyone has them, including the
interviewer and his/her manager. Do not
get embarrassed, but be prepared to
say where you might struggle. This selfknowledge will reflect well on you.

What you do in your free time, what your
passions are.
2. What are your strengths?
It is important not to reel off a list of
rehearsed adjectives like committed,

As a recruiter, I do not want prepared ideal
answers. I want to be able to engage with
the candidate.

Brigid Firth | Executive Head | Human Resources, MIP HOLDINGS

Tuffias Sandberg is an expert auditing, accounting, tax and business consulting
services ﬁrm with roots dating back to the 1930s. We provide all our clients with
extensive knowledge, an exceptional level of personal service, access to our staff
and partners and a long-term professional commitment to their success. We are well
resourced and able to provide opportunities to add value through our wide of range
of services - which is why, when a business chooses Tuffias Sandberg, they can feel
conﬁdent that we will comfortably align with all of their business needs.
We are an independent member ﬁrm of Morison KSi, a global association of leading
professional service ﬁrms and through this membership have access to international
resources.
OUR VISION
Be a partner of choice by consistently achieving quality standards and efficiencies
through service, training, innovation and integrity.
REAL PEOPLE. REAL SOLUTIONS.
REAL PEOPLE - Our partners work hand in hand in driving business objectives and
are accessible and approachable to all.
REAL SOLUTIONS - Quality advice, best quality output, best in class service.
WHAT SETS OUR SAICA TRAINING APART?
The partners at Tuffias Sandberg value our relationships with clients, staff and service
providers.
At Tuffias Sandberg we personalise our process around articles training to suit your
skills and strengths. Here you will ﬁnd a team that actively supports you obtaining
your CA(SA) and partners who actually know your name.
OUR FIRM IN NUMBERS
Our ﬁrm boasts a staff complement of approximately 100 people.
OUR VALUES
• Respect • Reliability • Development • Quality • Honesty • Diversity • Openess
Visit us at www.tuffiassandberg.co.za
+27 11 524 9700 I recruitment@tsza.co.za

Real People. Real Solutions.
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GIBS master’s programme in change
leadership - Tools to lead in an everchanging world
In an increasingly complex world, organisations require leaders who
can anticipate and enable organisational change to take advantage of
new opportunities. To meet with this demand, GIBS will be launching a
new MPhil Programme which specialises in Change Leadership in 2021.

The new MPhil aims to provide leaders
with the opportunity to cultivate
the necessary knowledge, skills and
experiences that will enable them to drive
change in a wide range of organisations
and a variety of situations. These change
leaders can confidently navigate the
digitally disruptive new world of work,
emerging markets as well as having the
capacity to lead exciting innovations.
“The world is going through a period of
marked change and transition, resulting
in environmental, social, economic and
technological changes,” Dr Dorothy
Ndletyana, Lecturer at the University of
Pretoria's Gordon Institute of Business
Science said.
The rate and pace of this change has
accelerated enormously, and comes with
immense complexity.
One of the fundamental drivers of change
is technology, Dr Ndletyana said, which
impacts how business operates as well as
the products and services it is expected to
provide. “The course is designed to teach
people how to anticipate major change
events, how to plan strategy and prepare
people for disruption, whilst still being
effective and creative.”

The MPhil in Change Leadership brings
together organisation-oriented change
leadership content with a deep focus on
more personal competencies.
The organisation-oriented material
includes a focus on strategy as well as
new organisational dynamics. It also
includes business innovation and change
management methodologies. The thrust
of the course is not on the change
management process itself, but rather
recognises that the organisation is organic
and alive, and aims to give participants
a repertoire of tools to lead change
holistically.
The course aims to develop senior leaders
who are human-centric and able to drive
change in a wide range of organisations
and variety of situations through adaptive
leadership capabilities. Furthermore, while
working at a strategic organisational level,
the programme provides opportunity
for deeply personally transformative
development through the inclusion of the
professional coaching competency.
“Designing organisations that place people
at the centre means capturing their true
potential and that of the organisation. In
the new world of work people will need
new skills and competencies, and both the
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ability to lead change and knowing
how to work effectively with people
will be critical,” Dr Ndletyana said.
The MPhil in Change Leadership
is targeted at leaders across
organisational functions such as
human resources, strategy and
organisational development. These
individuals are responsible for the
change efforts of their organisations,
or are in industries experiencing rapid
and dramatic change. They must have
successfully completed an honours
and have a minimum of 5 years of
leadership experience.
Core courses offered on the
programme include: Developing self
and others; Leading innovation and
organisational change; and Contextual
disruption and business strategy.
The programme also enables
participants to enhance their research
capability by enabling them to
contribute meaningfully to scholarly
change leadership debates through
the submission of a dissertation on
the Leadership of Change.
For further information contact:
Luleka Mzamo
Communications Manager
Tel: +27 (0)11 771 4377 /
+27 (0)72 273 2249
mtonganal@gibs.co.za

About GIBS:
Founded in 2000, the University of
Pretoria's Gordon Institute of Business
Science (GIBS) is an internationally
accredited business school, based in
Johannesburg, South Africa's economic
hub. As the business school for business,
we focus on general management and
aim to significantly improve responsible
individual and organisational productivity
and performance, in South Africa and
in our broader African environment,
through high quality business and
management education. In May 2020,
the annual UK Financial Times Executive
Education rankings, a global benchmark
for providers of executive education,
once again ranked GIBS as the top South
African and African business school. This
is the 17th year running that GIBS has been
ranked among the top business schools
worldwide. As one of the leading business
schools in South Africa and Africa, we
inspire exceptional performance.
GIBS is accredited by the Association of
MBAs (AMBA), the Association to Advance
Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB),
the Council on Higher Education (CHE)
and is a member of the South African
Business Schools Association (SABSA),
and the Association of African Business
Schools (AABS). For more information,
visit www.gibs.co.za
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UP Career Mentorship Programme
2021
The University of Pretoria launched its UP Career Mentorship
Programme in 2019. The programme aims to give final-year students
an idea of the realities of the working environment. A successful pilot
was launched in the School of Engineering in 2019.

In 2020, the programme was extended to the Faculty of Engineering, Built Environment
and Information Technology, as well as the Faculty of Theology and Religious Studies.
This year, the programme will be implemented in more faculties. The programme focuses
on mentoring final-year students for six months.

What is the value of the UP Career Mentorship Programme?
Being part of the UP Career Mentorship Programme has the following advantages:

For students
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Dedicated one-to-one support from
an experienced professional
An opportunity to network and build
contacts within an industry
Gaining insight into a chosen industry
or career
Help in recognising one’s own abilities
and limitations in relation to one’s
career ideas and highlighting areas
for development
Development of specialist skills
Development of employability skills
Practical advice on job search
techniques and skills

For mentors

•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve communication and
personal skills
Develop leadership and management
qualities
Engage in volunteering opportunities,
which are valued by employers
Enhance one’s CV
Gain recognition for one’s skills and
experience
Benefit from a sense of fulfilment and
personal growth
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UP Career Mentorship Programme
2021
How are the mentors identified?
The University identified mentors through LinkedIn, as well as the Tuks App, whereby
possible mentors indicated that they would be willing to mentor a University of Pretoria
student.
Who is eligible to take part?
Final-year students in the following faculties may be part of the UP Mentorship
Programme:
•
Faculty of Engineering, Built Environment and Information Technology
•
Faculty of Theology and Religion
•
Faculty of Natural and Agricultural Sciences
•
Faculty of Humanities
•
Faculty of Veterinary Science
•
Faculty of Economic and Management Sciences
•
Faculty of Education
How will the mentor and mentee be matched?
Mentors have already indicated that they are willing to be mentors for 2021. This is a free
service provided by the mentors. The mentors will have an opportunity to determine who
they can mentor best. The coordinator of the programme will also search for suitable
mentors for students if there is no mentor who can assist them.
If matched on the programme, what is the responsibility of the students?
•
Commit to two sessions with the mentors either face-to-face (in person or via Skype
or FaceTime) and via phone or email, depending on the mentor’s location.
•
Take the lead in arranging, keeping track of and recording interactions with the
mentor.
•
Be open to ideas and feedback and be motivated to improve one’s prospects and
employability.
•
Provide feedback to Career Services about the programme
•
Be a proud representative of the brand of the University of Pretoria
Will the programme guarantee work placement or future graduate employment?
Mentors are experienced professionals (alumni of the University and non-alumni) who
have volunteered to provide one-to-one career advice and support to the University
of Pretoria student for the duration of the programme. Mentors cover a wide range of
professions and sectors.
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UP Career Mentorship Programme
2021
What are the stages of the programme?
•
Apply via an online registration form.
•
The mentors will view the profiles and see who they can best support.
•
An email will be sent to the mentors and students informing them which students
were linked with which alumni.
•
Students who do not have a mentor allocated to them may request their details to
be held on file so that they can be considered for a mentoring place as soon as a
mentor is available.
The format of the UP Career Mentorship Programme
It entails the following:
Two online sessions, using Skype, Zoom or
Teams or any other online platform and/or
face-to-face sessions. The following topics
are proposed:
•
Work wellbeing
•
Teamwork and cooperation
•
Reporting
•
Project controls and forecasting
•
Management and leadership
•
General
However, you are welcome to identify
other topics.
•
An invitation for the student to
shadow the mentor for one day at
work. If this is not possible, another
online session will be arranged.
•
A final reflection on the process.
•
A function to acknowledge all
involved.

The programme will commence
at the end of March 2021. The
sessions must be completed by
the end of August 2021.

with the African Bank MyWORLD Bank Account

African Bank

MyWORLD

Bank Account. MyWay.

5 POCKETS TO MANAGE YOUR MONEY.
Your student days are over. But you still have to be careful with
your cash. Which means managing your money effectively.
The African Bank MyWORLD Bank Account allows you to
do just this. As the primary account holder you have access
to 5 other full transactional accounts, or pockets,
within your African Bank MyWORLD Bank Account each with their own debit card and banking app.
This means you can allocate different
accounts to save for the things you really want,
like a holiday, car deposit or your own place.
You can even manage the funds from your
side hustle separately. It really is up to you
what you want to do with the additional
accounts that come with your
African Bank MyWORLD Bank Account.

Visit africanbank.co.za

African Bank Limited is an authorised FSP and registered credit provider. NCR Reg No: NCRCP7638. Reg No: 2014/176899/06.
*Online banking is Free to use for Telkom, Vodacom, MTN and Cell C networks and cannot be guaranteed for other networks, excluding App downloads.
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Reflections of a mentor and mentee
of 2019
Reflection from Paul Ssali, a mechanical engineer at
Zutari and a mentor in 2019, 2020 and 2021.
"It is by standing on the shoulders of giants that
we are able to see further. It is critical to the
development of the key skills required for our
country's development. The only way to empower
people is by empowering them to empower
themselves, and that can be done by learning from
those that have gone before us."

Reflection of Thando Bhengu, mentee in 2020 and
busy with her BIS Information Science Honours
“I joined the mentorship programme last year and
I’m grateful to Pride who was my mentor. He got me
thinking about my future and actually helped me to
get started in applying for jobs by just putting myself
out there. He still checks in on me from time to time;
still sends me information of available jobs. I’ll never
forget the advice he gave me. Speaking to someone
who has gone through something before you, is able
to share their experience and offer advice is honestly
the best place to learn from. This programme
truly helped me grow as a person and for that I’m
grateful.”
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Reflections of a mentor and mentee
of 2019
Reflection of Pride Mogoba, an analyst in Enterprise
Technology and Performance at Deloitte Consulting
and mentor for the programme in 2020 and 2021.
“Being part of the UP Career Mentorship programme
has been the most fulfilling and impactful experience
I have engaged in to date. Serving the university in
the form of developing soon-to-be Tuks graduates
has been my way of personally giving back to the
university that has shaped me into becoming who I
am today.”

Reflection of Jade Hutchinson who completed her
BSc (Interior Architecture) in 2020 and mentor of the
programme in 2020.
"The UP mentorship program encouraged me to start
asking questions about my future as a UP graduate,
and put me in contact with a working professional
in my field to provide the advice I needed about
joining the workforce and what to expect once I had
graduated. Contact sessions with my mentor allowed
me to experience what my field entails and made me
excited for what the future has in store for me as a
UP graduate."
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Students’ experiences

Melissa Samuel
Masters of Arts in Security Studies

What are you currently studying?
I am currently completing my Masters of Arts degree in Security Studies (Coursework).
I am in my second year of Master’s studies.
When did you complete the Ready for Work course?
I completed the Ready for Work programme in 2021.
Which modules did you complete?
I completed all four packages in the Ready for Work course: Career Planning, Power
Skills, Job Preparation and the Professional Development package, and obtained four
certificates.
What did you learn from completing the course?
In completing the Ready for Work course, I learnt that a degree is not enough. This course
prepares a student for the corporate world by providing advice, giving tips and explaining
different situations in the working environment that you are most likely to encounter.
Thus, it bridges the gap from student to corporate life. The course also runs you through
four packages that provide content and quizzes in planning your career, your power
skills, preparing you for a job and a professional development section. I learnt that it is
crucial to be prepared for the working environment because you meet different people,
you learn about professionalism, stress, communication, relationships and emotional
intelligence. The course also exposed me to different types of scenarios that taught me
about time management and how to become more employable.
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Thabiso Nkoana
MMus (Music Technology)

What are you currently studying?
I am in the second year of reading towards my master’s degree in Music Technology.
When did you complete the Ready for Work course?
I completed the course in April 2021.
Which modules did you complete?
I covered all the modules offered, four packages in all - from career planning and power
skills, through to job preparation and professional development.
What did you learn from completing the course?
What I took away from this course is that there is a lot more to being ready for work
than good marks and a qualification. I’ve come to appreciate the significance of soft
skills in the workplace and how important it is to have creative problem-solving and
critical-thinking skills.
The programme also reminded me that behaving morally in your personal life has to be
extended to your behaviour in the workplace. Most of all, I learnt that advancing in your
career requires a lot of research, planning and preparation.

YOU NEED MORE
THAN A DEGREE

(Enrolment
for UP

Plan your
career
Prepare for the
workplace
Find a job

Enrol on clickUP for the
Ready for Work Programme
www.up.ac.za
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Ready for Work programme

From classroom to career:
Are you future-fit?

A degree is no longer enough to guarantee employment or a satisfying
career. In addition to academic qualifications, more and more
companies are looking for work-ready graduates with job-specific skills.
In order to have a competitive advantage in the job market, students
and graduates therefore need to develop better employability or workreadiness skills throughout their time at university.
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From classroom to career:
Are you future-fit?
Against this background, the University of Pretoria’s (UP’s) Career Services Office and
Enterprises University of Pretoria (Enterprises UP) launched a ready-for-work initiative.
The Ready for Work Programme was specifically designed to equip students and
graduates of UP with the requisite skills and attributes to help them integrate more
easily into the world of work. It addresses skills and knowledge that will not only enhance
students’ professional and personal profile, but also assist them in making a meaningful
contribution to the workforce, their community and the economy, while becoming
successful in their chosen careers.

The success and popularity of the Ready for Work Programme hinges on its quality and
relevance to current workplace dynamics. To this end a number of new topics including
Computational Thinking, Ethical Reasoning Skills, the Gig Economy and Learn Unlearn
Relearn for 4IR were added.
All modules and components in the programme are facilitated through Blackboard
Learn, a renowned learning management system (LMS) utilised by UP.
The Ready for Work Programme is designed for young adults, students and recent
graduates entering the workplace. This uniquely packaged offering helps them move
from the world of education to the world of work with essential workplace and other soft
skills that will not only improve their career goals, but also open doors to prospective
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From classroom to career:
Are you future-fit?
employment. The programme has
four online packages that cover Career
Planning, Power Skills, Job Preparation,
and Your Career. All modules in the
packages are free, self-paced and
presented fully online. The programme
is available at no cost to UP students and
alumni.
The Career Planning package aims to
assist you in planning a successful career
and enhancing your job satisfaction. This
package will help you choose a career,
create a career plan, select potential
employers that should best suit your
overall career goals, engage in activities to
enhance your CV and learn the basics of
entering the workplace.
The Power Skills package consists of
modules that will help you navigate
the workplace, contribute toward your
success and offer the best of yourself to
your employer. These power skills apply
to anyone in the job environment.
As part of the Job Preparation package,
you are provided with information to
assist you in looking for job opportunities,
realising the importance of digital profiling
and emphasising the skills you need when
seeking job prospects.
The Your Career package aims to
introduce you to a set of durable
dispositions that are essential in a time of
relentless technological change. You will
be introduced to a set of soft skills that
should stand you in good stead during the
course of your working life.

Entrepreneurship is another important
skill that provides students and graduates
with an opportunity for self-employment,
while simultaneously promoting
employability and job creation. Requisite
entrepreneurial skills are seen as a driver
of change in seeking self-sufficiency
and job creation. Therefore, in addition
to the Ready for Work Programme,
students can also enrol for the free
online Entrepreneurship Programme, a
professional online development short
course that forms part of the ready-forwork initiative. Through this initiative, UP
and Enterprises UP are providing much
needed steps to equip all students with
empowering and life-enhancing skills
to successfully move from an academic
setting to the work domain by applying
essential and specialised skills to improve
their prospects for employability.
For career guidance, advice or more
information regarding the Ready for
Work Programme, please visit UP's
Career Services web page or Enterprises
UP's Ready for Work page, where you
can enrol directly for any of the packages
or email ready4work@enterprises.
up.ac.za.

Help us design more
awesome tech
Azoteq is a fabless semiconductor company
based in Paarl. A career at Azoteq offers
electronic engineers the opportunity to
work with leading international brands such
as Logitech, Google, JBL, Lenovo, Astro
Gaming, Scuff, Razer & Microsoft at the
forefront of technology.
At Azoteq you will be working with an elite
team to develop lighting & sensing solutions
for consumer electronics, wearables, gaming,
PC peripherals, IoT & security applications.
Contact us at career@azoteq.com for
more info about available positions.

Azoteq’s Hall sensor is used in
the scroll wheel of the Logitech
MX Master 3.
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EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE
Grad 1.jpg

FirstRand CA Trainee
career. Being authentically curious is also
one way of growing your network.

Where are you currently employed?
I am employed by FirstRand and rotate in
the FirstRand Group.
What did you study?
I studied BCom in Accounting Science
and graduated cum laude in 2017. I
further studied a postgraduate Diploma in
Accountancy (PGDA) in 2018.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/ALGkd0wMsvpG2_wg_BjWuReXFxLfEwPopq10Pc8Au1OxTxN61OEP/u/0/#search/firstrand/FMfcgxwLtGrNWhTT…

What is your current job title?
I am a CA Trainee in my 3rd year of articles,
currently on rotation with RMB London
Finance.
Do you have career advise or tips for
final-year students who are looking to
work next year?
Be authentically curious. There is so much
that you can learn from people around
you – your lecturers, academic trainees,
student advisors and fellow peers. Other
people’s experiences can inform you how
to improve your experience and from
that you can pick out what resonates with
you, what does not and it can give you
a direction of where you can take your

1/1

If you had to go back in time, is there
anything you could have done better or
would change when it comes to career
planning?
I could have enhanced my career planning
by starting earlier. I began career planning
in my 3rd year which meant I had to
accelerate through the process because
the further you progress into your degree,
the more time it demands from you and
you still have to ensure you give your
studies the appropriate focus to continue
to excel. It is important to make informed
decisions when it comes to your career
and therefore you need to experience
different aspects of your field of study to
ensure you make the best decision for
yourself. Starting vacation work earlier
would have alleviated uncertainties I had
at an early stage. If you do not have the
luxury of starting early, that is also okay
because it allows you to be intentional
with the time you have now to dedicate
towards career planning.
What is the most rewarding part of
your job?
The most rewarding part of my job is
the level of skill and experience I am
surrounded by through my colleagues. As
someone who is curious, I get to engage
with people well-versed in certain fields
which gives me a glimpse of areas I
might not have had exposure to and at a
practical level as well. Having that insight
has given me direction to the areas that I
would like to contribute towards in greater
society as I have a better understanding of
the ecosystem I fall in and my role in that
ecosystem.
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Career Services Office: Internship
In 2020 the Career Services Office (CSO) embarked on a new portfolio
for internships and graduate placement. The objective of this portfolio
is to grow internship opportunities for University of Pretoria (UP)
graduates through partnerships with Sector Education and Training
Authorities (SETAs) and companies.
The office was awarded funding by The
Safety and Security Sector Education
and Training Authority (SASSETA) and
managed to place 45 interns in different
departments in the university. The Corona
virus pandemic had a major impact on the
training of interns and as a result, they
needed to quickly adapt to working from
home and attending virtual meetings and
training sessions. This pandemic became
a learning curve for both mentors and
mentees (interns), as mentors needed to
find ways to expose interns to the world
of work away from the office. The world is
evolving and students and graduates need
to adapt and equip themselves with the
necessary skills to be employable.

proficiency. It is in students’ best
interests to complete the Ready for
Work Programme, accessible on www.
enterprises.up.ac.za/ready4work, as
well as ClickUP.
The CSO wishes to form partnerships with
more companies and assist graduates
with internship programmes. Students
are encouraged to start networking
by using tools such as the Graduate
Guide booklet which contains contact
details of companies and information
on where they can search for available
opportunities. It is also imperative to use
online media such as LinkedIn to stay in
touch with their companies of interest.

As part of the CSO’s training and
development initiative, interns completed
the Ready for Work Programme that
has been specifically designed for UP
students and graduates to equip them
with skills and attributes needed to
adapt to the world of work more easily.
Through completing the programme,
graduates and students are assisted to
excel as employees and offer the best
of themselves to their employer. These
general skills apply to anyone in any job
environment.
Students should continue attending
the online CV sessions to equip them
with employability skills such CV and
motivational letter writing, and interview

Johannah Legodi
Project Coordinator: Internship and
Graduate placements
Career Services Office

Are you studying
towards an accounting
qualiﬁcation?
Well done on choosing this disciplined
career path.
Soon you will embark on doing your articles or will be employed
by one of our employer ﬁrms (PwC, KPMG, Deloitte, to name a
few). Lucky for you, choosing a medical aid that will meet your
healthcare needs is one less decision you need to worry about.
There is one designed especially for you!
CAMAF, a restricted medical scheme in a class of its own, was
designed for accounting professionals to provide its employer
ﬁrms and qualifying individuals with tailor-made and rich beneﬁts.
OUR MEMBERS’ EXPERIENCES INCLUDE:
Spoiled for choice with beneﬁt options suited
to different income categories.
CAMAF Hub health-reads.
An effective wellness programme, supported by a free online
Wellness Club that gives you step-to-step guidance from a team
of trainers, coaches and health professionals.
Relationship Managers assigned to all member ﬁrms to manage
members’ needs via the Human Capital team; and
A holistic healthcare approach and unmatched personal service.

ASK YOUR POTENTIAL EMPLOYER IF CAMAF IS THEIR PREFERRED
MEDICAL AID AND BE READY FOR A PEACE OF MIND MEDICAL
SCHEME AS YOU KICK-START YOUR CAREER.

www.camaf.co.za
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Postgraduate students:
Internship experiences

Kagiso Sekhasimbe

Department: Career Services

Humanities: Department of English

I am so grateful that I was selected to be
part of the first group to participate in
a Sasseta internship programme. This
internship gave me the opportunity to use
some of the skills and knowledge I have
gained during my studies and turn them
into practice. It gave me an idea of what is
expected of me in the workplace and the
type of job I would want to do in future.
There was pressure to meet deadlines but,
at the same time, working at the Career
Services Office was fun.

It was a challenging year but being
part of the internship programme was
nonetheless a rewarding experience. I felt
motivated, stretched and challenged but I
was also open to the experience; in doing
so I was primed to learning and growing
as an individual.
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Postgraduate students:
Internship experiences

Victoria Sgudla

Kgomotso Mathole

Department: Career Services

Department: Career Services

It has been a pleasure to be part of
the first group of graduates to have
participated in this internship programme.
It has taught me a lot, especially when it
comes to the working environment. As an
internship is job training for individuals,
it really gave me the workplace training I
needed and also taught me all the skills
required.

I am grateful for this internship because
it has given me great exposure to the
working environment. I am now equipped
with skills that I will apply in my future
career.

During my internship at the Career
Services Office I have learnt so much. I
acquired skills that I believe will make
me the best candidate for my next
employment opportunity, including
administrative skills, employability skills,
as well as general human resources
administration skills. It has been a
pleasure being part of the Career Services
team and being part of the internship
programme.
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Postgraduate students:
Internship experiences

Thabang Thomo

Department: Career Services
Firstly, I would like thank the Career Services team for this amazing opportunity. I have
gained many skills in this internship and was able to improve as a person and also
develop myself for future employment.
This internship has given me an opportunity to gain experience working in an academic
environment. Working at the Career Services Office of the University of Pretoria gave me
the chance to learn a lot. This internship exposed me to the corporate world where I got
to communicate with big organisations and I also developed my communication skills.
I was exposed to recruiting and shortlisting students and in doing so, gained knowledge
about the recruitment process. What I loved most about my job was the advertising part.
I enjoyed advertising to students every day and attending to their queries. I have been
unemployed and know how it feels. I therefore used this chance to help many students to
become employed.
This internship meant the world to me. I was able to move to a new location and got
the experience of traveling to work every day and having colleagues. The best part was
that once I had learnt the work, I was able to work by myself unsupervised. The Career
Services Office also provided me with tools to grow my CV and improve my chances of
employment.

African Bank

MyWORLD
Bank Account.

My New Begining.
Congratulations on your new beginning.
Your world has opened up. And it’s time for you to step into it, with an African Bank
MyWORLD Bank Account.

An African Bank MyWORLD Bank Account is an all-in-one
bank account that is:

1. Simple, quick and easy to use.
2. Easy on your pocket with the best rates in South Africa.
3. Designed for your saving needs, wants and dreams.
4. A bank account that grows with you.

with the African Bank MyWORLD Bank Account

Visit africanbank.co.za

African Bank Limited is an authorised FSP and registered credit provider. NCR Reg No: NCRCP7638. Reg No: 2014/176899/06.
*Online banking is Free to use for Telkom, Vodacom, MTN and Cell C networks and cannot be guaranteed for other networks, excluding App downloads.
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Postgraduate students:
Internship experiences

Keamogetswe Nkwane

Department of Student Affairs: Disability Unit
Being an intern at the Department of Student Affairs under the Disability Unit has been
an amazing experience. The people were very kind and willing to help. My mentor (Maria
Ramaahlo) involved me in most of the tasks that needed to be done and the work was
exciting. I worked with different people who are part of the Disability Unit and also with
Bold Society.
This position has taught me the skill of creativity which I never had. Planning an online
Casual Day event was one of my highlights. I worked with a few students with disabilities
to share their thoughts on International Casual Day and the Bold Society. We had posters
to create awareness of the day and a video of what other students with disabilities had to
say about the day. Another highlight was to design posters where I worked hand in hand
with Phina Sokho.
Overall it has been an amazing experience. Despite the pandemic we are still standing
strong. I am forever grateful for the opportunity and the exposure I had.
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Internship experiences

Nompilo Molaqa

Department of Historical and Heritage
Studies
I did my internship at the Department
of Historical and Heritage Studies which
gave me a great opportunity to learn how
to adapt to a working environment. It
allowed me to be creative, especially in the
ongoing global COVID-19 pandemic. I was
able to apply and implement my academic
knowledge into practice, which was great.
This internship was a wonderful
opportunity, especially working in the
Faculty of Humanities as I found it difficult
to get any form of work experience
previously. I am therefore very grateful
that I got the chance and I truly hope it will
continue to help other students.

Anelisa Mbonambi

Department of Student Affairs
This internship was a great experience
for me, especially in terms of the diverse
roles I had to play. I am also grateful for
this opportunity, as it transpired during
the pandemic. In terms of my work scope,
some tasks were out of my comfort
zone, but I thoroughly enjoyed tackling
the different tasks that challenged me.
This made me open to being involved in
different projects when the opportunity
arose. This internship taught me that you
should not limit yourself in what you do,
whether you have the skills or not.
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Postgraduate students:
Internship experiences

Welcome Ndlovu

Department of Student Affairs: Student
Governance - Office of the Deputy
Director
Being in the internship programme has
developed my employability and equipped
me with the necessary skill to fit into any
environment and contribute effectively.
It has been an honour and a privilege to
learn and work with amazing people in the
Department of Student Affairs. I’ll forever
be grateful.

Chené Da Conceicao

Department of Library Services’
Marketing and Quality Assurance Office
I was placed in the Department of Library
Services’ Marketing and Quality Assurance
Office, under the guidance of assistant
director, Elsabé Olivier. I worked as a
language practitioner, tasked with editing,
proofreading, rewriting and occasionally
creating content for the library’s internal
and external communications, website,
newsletters, social media pages, statistics
and the 2020 Annual Review. It has been
a wonderful learning curve for me. I
have learnt a lot and gained invaluable
experience. I forged great relationships
with Elsabé and her team. I am so grateful
for this opportunity and will carry this
experience with me wherever I go.
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Internship experiences

Liashna Pillay

Department: Career Services
Being part of the first internship programme organised by Career Services was not
only an honour, but also a privilege as an alumni of UP. My experience with the
Career Services team was one I’ll never forget. Despite COVID-19, I managed to grow
tremendously as a person while also learning how the working world works. I’ve made
friends along the way too. Being an intern taught me lessons and prepared me for the
next chapter of my life.
I’m extremely grateful to my supervisor, Marile, who taught me more than I can mention
and who helped shape my work ethic, as well as defining my working personality. Not
forgetting the incredible Career Services team: Michele, Patrick, Mr Ezekiel, Tando and
Johannah for all the guidance,support and mentorship they’ve also provided. It has been
a phenomenal experience and being my first corporate job, an experience I won’t forget.
I’ll definitely miss the job and everyone I’ve worked with but I’m now ready to take the
next step in my career.

ENSafrica

ENSafrica | in Africa | for Africa

Applications are open
ENSafrica invites all law students to
apply for our Vacation Programmes
and/or Practical Vocational Training
apply using the following documents:
• letter of motivation
• a comprehensive CV
• full academic transcript
• matric certificate
• copy of ID document
• one reference letter
email graduates@ENSafrica.com or scan
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Society 5.0 – What is expected of me as
a graduate?
What is Society 5.0?
We live in exciting times that present us
with numerous innovations and provide
endless opportunities. However, as a
society we also face many challenges such
as global warming and unequal resource
distribution. In this era of challenges and
opportunities, Japan has introduced a new
concept, Society 5.0.

Alta van der Merwe
Deputy Dean
Teaching and Learning

“Data, information
and knowledge will
be shared and new
value contributions
will be possible.”

This concept refers to a society that,
“through the high degree of merging
between cyberspace and physical
space, will be able to balance economic
advancement with the resolution of social
problems by providing goods and services
that granularly address manifold latent
needs regardless of locale, age, sex or
language” [1].
Society 5.0 follows on the hunting society
(Society 1.0), agricultural society (Society
2.0), industrial society (Society 3.0) and
information society (Society 4.0) [2]. There
is often confusion about whether Industry
4.0 actually preceded Society 5.0, and
how they interlink. In 2019 Society 5.0 was
acknowledged by the World Economic
Forum and it was stated that “…as for
the problems to solve, Society 5.0 aims
to answer both the future economic and
societal challenges faced by humanity at
its present and future stage, by using all
the advances of Industry 4.0”[3].
What will be different in Society 5.0?
Currently we live in a society in which
knowledge and information are used
without sharing, whereas in Society 5.0
the Internet of Things (IoT) will connect all
people. Data, information and knowledge
will be shared and new value contributions
will be possible. Society 5.0 will overcome
social disparities in terms of access to
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Society 5.0 – What is expected of me as
a graduate?
goods, for example, by using drones for
distribution in rural areas. People will
not be overwhelmed by information, as
technology will be used to analyse large
datasets, and other information and
recommendations will be made based on
the findings.
What will the future of graduates be in
Society 5.0?
In preparing them for the world of work
in a technology-enhanced environment,
students will have to acquire digital
literacy. New graduates will function in the
modern workplace and will be introduced
to possible technological challenges.

These challenges include the use of
technological tools they may be familiar
with such as Excel and Word, but it might
also include the use of other tools such
as data mining tools to do the work
effectively. The result is that graduates will
be required to constantly reskill and learn
about tools to do their work effectively.
Being a graduate is a clear indication that
you already have the ability to learn new
skills. Being a successful student implies
participation in reskilling. In Society 5.0
you will be required to reskill yourself in
most working environments to be able to
stay relevant and informed.
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Ready to go
where no
bank has
gone before?
At FNB, you’ll be stepping into a whole new world of firsts.
Our unique, collaborative culture is a first. Our game-changing
thinking is a first. Our ground-breaking technology and analytics,
as evidenced by our Global Data Anywhere Award for innovative
optimisation, is a first. As Africa’s Coolest Bank, for the eighth
year running, we’re making moves to build new solutions
that build a better future. FNB Future League will run from
12 - 16 July 2021. Five days that will change your life
for the better. Open to all graduates from every kind of degree.

Future League Week applications close

11 June 2021
Apply to the FNB Graduate Programme

Applications from 03 May - 31 August 2021
www.fnbgrad.mobi

A division of FirstRand Bank Limited. An Authorised Financial Services and Credit Provider (NCRCP20).
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How to evade the feared Application
Tracking System (ATS)
Currently busy with your job search? Do you feel that your Curriculum
Vitae (CV) and cover letter are often being ignored? Or not even read by
prospective employers? It can be very disheartening to receive a series
of job application rejections or not to get any feedback at all.

It is true that many companies, in particular the bigger companies - due to the sheer
volume of applications - use an application tracking system (ATS) or ‘Curriculum Vitae
robot’ before it even reaches human recruiters. ATS software assists in organising and
filtering job applications to make the job search process more manageable for recruiters.
In this way many applications are discarded based on predetermined set criteria. It is
reasonable to assume that if you have applied for a position online during the last decade
your application has most likely been subjected to ATS software.
For those seeking employment, it is imperative to be aware of the use of ATS systems in
the recruitment process and how to approach the application process in an ATS-friendly
manner.

Tips to consider
Overuse of formatting
It is best to keep your CV’s formatting
simple. In order for the ATS software to
scan your CV it will convert it to a “simple
text only” file. Removing all elaborate
formatting, and in certain instances
scrabbling the content in such a way that it
cannot scan the relevant information, may
lead to your CV’s rejection.
•

Avoid too many fonts, use
capitalisation sparingly and be careful
of using less common fonts

•
•
•
•

Avoid tables, graphics, logos and
photos
Avoid the use of columns
Avoid hyperlinks and rather paste the
URLs
Use standard bullets

Use of key words
It is very important to review the job
description and to strategically use the
key words provided in the job description,
as the ATS tracking system will most likely
be searching for some of the key words
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How to evade the feared Application
Tracking System (ATS)
mentioned. However, do not just reiterate
these, make sure you also give specific
examples of your accomplishments, skills
and work experience.
Avoid applying for many roles in the
same company
The ATS software will be able to pick up
when you apply for multiple roles. It is
advisable to not randomly apply for many
roles. If roles are very similar, you can
apply but make sure each application is
adjusted according to the specific position
for which you are applying. Randomly
applying for any role will convey the idea
that you have a lack of awareness of
your skills or it will be doubtful whether
you really are interested in a particular
position.
Choose the right file type
Save your CV and cover letter in a Word
format, as it is currently considered the
more user-friendly file type when ATS
software is being used. It is important to
take note of the application instructions.
If the company requests a specific type
of format, for example pdf format, this
criterion should always be followed to
avoid being rejected by the company.

Marile Roos
Project Coordinator:
Employability and training
Career Services Office
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Community engagement and
employability during COVID-19
In 2019 the unemployment rate
among young people aged 15 to
24 years stood at 55,2% (Statistics
South Africa, 2020). Graduates
constituted 31% of this age group.
The South African labour market has been
under pressure with the dawn of the Fourth
Industrial Revolution (4IR) and, in addition,
the COVID-19 pandemic has compounded
existing unemployment challenges in South
Africa.
Dr Eugene Machimana
Senior Education Consultant
Community Engagement

“It would be
a significantly
positive step for
South Africa to
exploit its diverse
cultural heritage
through CE to
provide gainful
employment.”

In 2020 the number of employed people
declined by 2,2 million as a result of job
shedding linked to COVID-19 (Statistics
South Africa, 2020). This situation seems
to have an impact on the ideals set in
South Africa in terms of non-discrimination
and equal opportunity in the workspace.
This has begged the question: How could
community engagement (CE) be used
to address socio-economic challenges
that may lead to new employment
opportunities?
Community engagement is defined as
“…the planned purposeful application
of resources and expertise in teaching,
learning and research in the University’s
interaction with the external community
to achieve mutually beneficial outcomes
in ways that are consistent with the
institution’s vision and mission” (University
of Pretoria, 2013, p. 5). In essence, CE is
about partnerships. It is crucial for CE
partnerships to be driven by principles
that enhance sustainability, including
commitment, equity, capacity-building and
respect for existing networks.
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Community engagement and
employability during COVID-19
In light of the goal of global citizenship
education for developing global citizens,
I argue that it is important for higher
education (HE) to move from servicelearning as a charitable undertaking to
global citizenship as a form of social justice
that focuses on community issues and
global problems (Bowen, 2013). Burnett,
Hamel and Long (2004, p. 181) refer to
this paradigm as moving away from the
“missionary ideology” of working “for”
the community to working “with” the
community. Moreover, the goal of CE
within the social justice framework is to
develop global citizens who are equipped
with knowledge, skills, values and the will
to engage with their communities and
develop a better world (Oxfam, 2006).
As HE engages with communities in a
socially just way, all the partners (including
community partners) will build the capacity
and skills necessary to gain employment in
future.

Doyle (2010) suggests that cultural activities
are commercially valuable, and they are
prominent in socio-economic policy, social
inclusion and CE. Furthermore, the cultural
work of two youth-led organisations in
Canada - Beat Nation and the 411 Initiative
for Change - supports the notion of linking
cultural activities in an effort to address
socio-economic challenges (Porfilio &
Gorlewski, 2012).
It would be a significantly positive step for
South Africa to exploit its diverse cultural
heritage through CE to provide gainful
employment. Esther Mahlangu, a worldrenowned Ndebele artist is a good example
of many South Africans who use culture for
economic benefit (Ndebele BMW art car). I
suggest that youths could use cyberspace
(4IR) and art in the form of music to
challenge the economic depression that
confronts the global community. This could
be done by guiding the youth towards
gaining an understanding of the reasons
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employability during COVID-19
for social inequality, as well as learning
the significance of working jointly in CE to
challenge injustice.
Literature identifies the benefits of CE
for students as increased academic
performance, self-efficacy and broadened
values and career choices (Falk, 2013). CE
partnerships have the potential to draw
students’ attention to social justice issues
during their academic careers. I believe
that students who participate in CE during
their studies are more likely in their adult
lives to be involved in community initiatives
that may, in some instances, turn into small
business enterprises. I presume that the
opposite may nevertheless also be the
case as students who are apathetic and
disinterested in CE may develop a negative
attitude towards community endeavours,
and therefore fail to achieve the benefits
that they might otherwise have enjoyed.

When university students engage with
learners, they serve as agents who
facilitate growth by offering learners career
guidance. Students who are active in CE
are advancing the social justice agenda
by contributing positively to community
development. It is crucial to expose
learners to new career opportunities, as
COVID-19 and/or 4IR now exposed that
some careers have become redundant.
CE can serve as a platform to introduce
all the partners to new careers (career
exhibitions).
I conclude by reiterating that CE has
the potential to enhance the prospect
of upward career trajectories. The
relationships that are established during CE
partnerships are invaluable for growth in
careers and as global citizens.
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At EPI-USE Labs, we create amazing software solutions, perform bespoke developments for clients and even
provide developer services. We’re R&D driven and our main focus is on the enterprise and business-to-business
space. You'll ﬁnd that we use the latest technologies and tools to provide cloud developments with great user
interfaces. At the heart of our company is a culture of driving value through innovation.
Graduate programme: give your future wings
Our exciting graduate programme is aimed at university graduates who want to take their qualiﬁcations to a
higher level, but also envisage a long-term career with us. While earning a generous package and experiencing
the real world of IT development, we encourage further studies during the graduate year by allowing time oﬀ
to attend lectures, study and write exams. We assign a mentor who will guide you through the day-to-day work
we do, and provide all the support you need to succeed.
If you're a bright, articulate graduate with great results in Maths, Computing/Computer Science,
Informatics or similar, we’d love to hear from you.
Once you have your latest academic transcripts available, you're welcome to submit your CV and academic
transcript via our careers page (https://www.epiuselabs.com/careers).
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Boosting your employability
Whether you are at the beginning
of your career, trying to get
back into the workplace, or even
much later on in your career, it’s
important to get the basics right.

Peter Alkema
(www.studentsuccess.coach)

“No matter
what your
circumstances,
there are some
things you can do
that will give you
a better chance
of getting the job
you want.”

No matter what your circumstances, there
are some things you can do that will give
you a better chance of getting the job
you want. Time management, writing a
CV, interview techniques (in person and
online), networking and getting a mentor
are important.
It’s been a tough 12 months for all of us;
whatever your situation is, and no matter
how bad it is, you will move forward if you
take action. Believe in yourself and plan
the steps needed to get ahead and to
change your circumstances. This will put
you in the top 10% of people. Companies
are looking to cut costs and if you are a job
seeker, you will really have to stand out
and be certain about what you want and
how to position yourself.
As you try to enter the world of work, you
will be judged and assessed way before
you actually physically take a step inside
the company or appear in person before
someone. Your internet footprint is
already huge, Google knows exactly what
you surfed last night and your bank knows
where you had dinner last week. There
are plenty of candidates for roles these
days and employers will make a decision
on two equal candidates based on the
risk to them. Branding is an important
consideration.
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Tips for how to compile and present
a CV
Firstly, don’t add too much detail - quality
definitely beats quantity. Don’t worry if
you don’t have much work experience;
if someone is looking at your CV they
already understand this. Just be factual
and objective about the work experience
you do have and any other skills or
experience which are relevant to the job
you are applying for. Just find something
relevant. Find someone who will write a
testimonial about what you did that your
future employee will find important.
Don’t lie about anything on your CV.
Companies usually have automated CV
scanning tools and it will easily flag up
anything that looks suspicious and you
won’t even get a call back. A cover letter
is important to create some context with
your CV. Type up something separate
and make it look professional. In the
cover letter be more specific about your
relevance for that company. Find out
something they have done recently - just
as they can look you up online, so you can
look them up.

The interview
Hopefully you get the call to say you
should come for an interview. Following
the 2020 pandemic there is a very good
chance this will be online. Firstly, be early,
but not too early. Dress professionally
but not too smart. Gents, there is nothing
wrong with a suit and tie, even if it’s a
dress down culture. Just because you
arrive smartly dressed to the interview
doesn’t mean you can’t adapt to their
dress culture. Don’t arrive too casual – it’s
not so much the impression you will make
but the impact to your confidence that
matters. Dress for the job you want not
the job you have.
You won’t have a second chance to make
a first impression. In person: Offer a
firm handshake and make eye contact.
Online: Smile confidently and look at the
camera, not at the person on the screen.
They will have done their homework
and read your CV so don’t go through it
again. Just answer the questions but try
and answer them in a way that leads you
onto information you can give them which
builds a positive picture of yourself. The
general rule is to be yourself. Whenever I
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have tried to be someone or do something
that doesn’t come naturally to me, that
is when I have felt uncomfortable and it
hasn’t worked.
Your attitude
Your altitude is determined by your
attitude. Most often in the workplace this
applies to your attitude to getting your
work done. Any organisation is set up
to produce value, even a non-profit, the
public service or a small home office. Value
must be created as efficiently as possible,
and this depends on the work ethic of
the people. More and more work is being
done by computers and machines, so this
is another reason to work hard and make
yourself indispensable. Value can always
be broken down into smaller and smaller
pieces which then get allocated as work
within teams, and that work eventually
gets broken down into actions.
Create a task list
As a habit, you must create and manage
a task list. It can be a folder in your email,
it can be on a whiteboard or on a tool. I
just don’t believe you can keep it in your
head. And anyway, when you have a
meeting to receive work, you really need
to have something in front of you to
show the person that you are accurately
documenting what they are saying, what
they expect from you and what actions
you will take. I believe in the concept of
thoughtful action. Don’t blindly rush into

ticking off your actions, but also don’t overanalyse them. A tip is to find something
on your list that you can get done quite
quickly, do that and tick it off. Work on a
few actions in parallel. Humans can’t multitask at the same time, but we can multiaction and it will mean that all your work
doesn’t get held up at the same time if you
have a few actions you are busy with.
Time spent getting organised is time
saved. Take some time out to sort your
inbox or file the papers on your desk so
you can quickly get into a task when next
you sit down. If you can literally pick up
where you left off, the start-up time for a
task doesn’t erode the valuable work time
you need to make actual progress.
Networking
No matter how talented you think you are,
the world of work is a big network, hence
the name netWORK. It’s like anything;
if you want it to serve you well, then
don’t rush it and don’t do it artificially.
It will grow organically if you follow the
lessons you have learnt about team work,
communication, sharing credit, getting a
coach and more. Early on in your career is
when you will have the most freedom and
you must enjoy it. But remember, always
be professional, manage your internet
footprint very carefully and make sure
you can draw a line between personal and
professional life, colleagues and friends,
work hours and personal time.

CONSIDERING
A CAREER
IN CONSULTING?
Apply to be a Visiting Associate or Business Analyst today.
Learn more at apply.bcg.com
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New game, new rules in the
post-COVID-19 world
The COVID-19 pandemic has
brought significant change to all
sectors and spheres around the
world, and the higher education
engineering field has not been
spared. As we observed World
Engineering Day on 4 March, we
paused to rethink how things are
being done, as the same game
can’t be played by the same old
rules.
Sunil Maharaj
Dean
Faculty of Engineering,
Built Environment and
Information Technology

“Trends to look
out for in this
regard include
data science,
big data, the
Internet of Things
(IoT), machine
learning and data
analytics.”

While there is no need for concern
regarding the state of engineering
education at universities in the developing
world, there remains a need to innovate
by constantly addressing disruptive
approaches to higher education in an
effort to stay relevant for the future world
of work.
With the rapid spread of COVID-19,
academics the world over were impelled to
embrace remote teaching and learning.
Taking classes online was a challenge:
lecturers had to prepare material for
online purposes, be adept in engaging with
students remotely, assess them online and
prepare online-based tests and exams.
At many African universities, in particular,
there were students who did not have
laptops or access to the internet. In such
cases universities had to step in to ensure
that these students could continue with
their studies so that no student was left
behind.
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post-COVID-19 world
Engineering studies also generally involve
laboratory work, and with students not
able to physically work in labs, academic
staff had to reimagine ways of doing this
sort of work online.
One way (among various approaches)
in which the University of Pretoria (UP)
achieved this was by students making
video recordings of simple experiments
at home, or in which they described the
process. They would then engage online
with their lecturers and peers.
Fortunately for UP, the transition to
remote teaching and learning was less
onerous than expected. In fact, since
1999 UP has progressively implemented a
system-wide hybrid approach to teaching
and learning.
The aim was for each undergraduate
module to include up to a minimum
of 30% online teaching and learning
engagements.
When COVID-19 reached South African
shores, the university was able to take
classes fully online with relative ease,
as faculty members did not need to be
trained from ground zero.
Disruptive technologies offer
opportunities
As academics, when we encourage
students to embrace disruptive
technologies such as online learning,
we are preparing them for a new world
beyond university, one that has been
shaped, among other factors, by the forces
of COVID-19.

The pandemic has changed the way we
live, work, educate and socialise. This
unprecedented shift has offered us an
opportunity to embrace best practices
associated with the Fourth Industrial
Revolution.
Trends to look out for in this regard
include data science, big data, the Internet
of Things (IoT), machine learning and data
analytics.
In terms of the future success of students,
it is vital that we teach them to be
entrepreneurs so that they can create jobs,
as opposed to simply looking for jobs.
To this end, TuksNovation, a fully owned
UP non-profit company, was established
in 2017 as an incubator and accelerator
to support students in starting their own
businesses. This has already produced a
few success stories in a brief period.
Engineering students also need to
understand the fundamentals of problemsolving, impact on the environment and
how to work as part of a multicultural and
diverse team.
Remember the soft skills
In Africa the biggest challenge facing
institutions is inequality among students.
There are those from more privileged
backgrounds who enter the engineering
stream with good skills and knowledge,
and others who basically have no
knowledge of a computer.
As lecturers, we do not have many years
to bridge this gap and our challenge is to
fast-track students who enter university
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on the back foot. We need to have the
appropriate infrastructure to train all
students in Africa.
Whether we continue with online teaching
and learning or go back to contact or
hybrid education, post-COVID-19 will
depend on the way individual programmes
are structured, and our appetite for
innovation.
However, human contact and interaction
are important. People interacting and
sharing knowledge, touching and sharing
views – the ‘soft skills’ we talk about – are
an integral part of a rounded education.
Increasingly, everything we do demands
multidisciplinary work.
To get a certain task done, you need
different skills, and though collaborative
work it can largely be done via remote
means. These ways of working have taken
a forced huge leap forward over the past
year. There will always be certain types
of collaboration that work best with what
now seems like ‘old-fashioned’ human-tohuman interaction.

COVID-19 may have shaken up the way
we teach in some dramatic ways, but as
we begin the first act of moving beyond
the pandemic and assessing the changed
world we’ve landed in, there is much
that is exciting and points us toward new
horizons that demand exploring.
From a human and especially a
technological standpoint, engineering
faculties around the world are perfectly
placed to be at the forefront of expanding
on the lessons learnt during the pandemic.
I look forward to being part of unleashing
all the spectacular skills inherent in our
colleagues and students globally as we
continue to strive towards the peaceful
and sustainable world we dream of. The
future is in our hands.
Professor Sunil Maharaj is the dean of the
University of Pretoria’s Faculty of Engineering,
Built Environment and Information
Technology, South Africa, and 2021 chair
elect of the Global Engineering Deans
Council.
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=P4__hJvMO-U

A MIND FOR NUMBERS CAN CHANGE THE FUTURE
COME BE A #YOUNGDIFFERENCEMAKER
NEDBANK QUANTS EXPLORATION
PROGRAMME 2021

WOULD YOU LIKE TO EMBARK ON A THREE-DAY JOURNEY OF ONE OF THE
MOST SOUGHT-AFTER CAREER PATHS? NEDBANK WANTS TO GIVE YOU THE
OPPORTUNITY TO EXPLORE THE ROLE OF A QUANTITATIVE ANALYST.
We want to offer you insight into what your
future as a quant could look like. Don’t miss
out on this exclusive vac work opportunity!
‘The best way to predict the future is to
create it.’ – Abraham Lincoln

THE PROGRAMME OFFERS THE
FOLLOWING:
•
•

•

•
•

A chance to learn about Nedbank’s
culture, values and brand.
Insight into the role of quantitative
analysts and how our field is
revolutionising the financial services
industry.
An opportunity to network with our
seasoned quant professionals, executives,
current graduate trainees and Quants
Graduate Programme alumni.
Professional, leadership and personal
development training.
Challenging activities that will get your
number-crunching juices flowing.

Don’t miss out on this opportunity to
accelerate your journey towards a
prosperous career. Be one of our 20
delegates to experience this once-in-alifetime opportunity.
To apply you must be an undergraduate
student in your final year of a mathematics,
statistics, applied mathematics, engineering
or any other quantitative degree pursuing
an honours or master’s degree in any of
the above-mentioned fields in 2022.
Visit nedbank.co.za/quants to apply.
Email quants@nedbank.co.za for more
information.

Disclaimer: We reserve the right, at any time and in our sole discretion, to change the number of participants of the Nedbank Quants Exploration Programme. We may withdraw an invitation
to participate in the Nedbank Quants Exploration Programme at any time and without providing reasons. We continue to comply with decisions taken by the relevant South African governmental departments and is committed to preventing the spread of the Covid-19 pandemic.

IT’S NOT JUST THE BEST WAY TO DO YOUR ARTICLES.
IT’S THE BEST WAY TO MAKEA DIFFERENCE!
BE A #YOUNGDIFFERENCEMAKER.

DISCOVER HOW YOU CAN BECOME A #YOUNGDIFFERENCEMAKER WITH
THE NEDBANK CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT (CA) SEMINAR EXPERIENCE.
The Nedbank CA Training Programme CA
Seminar Experience is a three to five day
programme that takes place during
December.
This is a career-defining three-day journey
that will expose you to the exciting world
of CA articles in the banking environment.
This experience will redefine your CA
journey and harness your potential to
be a game-changing business leader.
Rethink your potential and make an informed
decision about your future. Ensure that you
are one of the 20 ambitious delegates who
will experience virtually what the Nedbank
CA Training Programme has to offer.
Go to nedbank.co.za/ca and discover
what’s in store for you. Check out our booklet
to gain a deeper understanding of what our
unique programme has to offer.

Visit our website at nedbank.co.za/ca
to apply. Questions can be directed to
CA@Nedbank.co.za.
YOUR NEDBANK CA SEMINAR
EXPERIENCE WILL ENABLE YOU TO:
• connect with Nedbank’s purpose, culture
and values;
• interact with senior Nedbank executives,
programme management and trainees
currently in the CA Training Programme;
• gain insightful professional, leadership
and personal branding skills; and
• be challenged by a wide range of
relevant financial services activities that
will elevate your business acumen.
Applicants must be in their final
undergraduate year of a South African
Institute of Chartered Accountants (SAICA) accredited Bachelor of Accounting or
equivalent, who are studying towards
a CA(SA) qualification.

Disclaimer: Nedbank reserves the right, at any time and in its sole discretion, to change the number of participants of the Nedbank Virtual CA seminar. Nedbank may withdraw an invitation
to participate in the Nedbank Virtual CA seminar at any time and without giving reasons. Nedbank continues to comply with decisions taken by the relevant South African governmental
departments and is committed to preventing the spread of the Covid-19 pandemic.

What if your open
mind could open
doors for others?
A better working world. It’s yours to build.
Click here to find out more.
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TuksNovation
Penang Shirindza & Dean Mokoena of Urban Play share
their entrepreneurial journey & their experience in the
City of Tshwane Inter-UniversityInnovation Challenge
as their pilot prepares for takeoff
By Tshiamo Moumakwe
1 December 2020, Pretoria, South Africa

The City of Tshwane is a bustling city, with daily commuters traveling in
and around the city whether it is for work or for tourism. The city has
plenty to offer with ample specialised businesses and shopping centres
to iconic buildings and natural parks.

Dean Mokoena and Penang Shirindza pitching their
technology start-up Urban Play to the adjudication
panel at the Technology Innovation Hub in Pretoria
on the 24th of November 2020. Photo: The City of
Tshwane (Helenus Kruger).

It seems that you will be able to find almost
anything within its borders, and plenty of
places to stop by on your way to find a quick
lunch or something to drink. There are
multiple means of public transportation and
knowing where to stop along your route to
find something specific can be very useful.
So many times we drive past areas unaware
of the interesting shops and restaurants that
are not visible from the main routes. As a
regular traveler in the city you learn quickly
how to calculate your travel time by using
live traffic updates to choose the best route
to your destination. Due to rivers, hills, train
tracks and highways that crisscross the city,
traffic congestion bottlenecks at various
points at peak times can add extra time to
your trip if you are caught off guard.
Understanding the daily commuting
situations of a bustling city, Pengang
Shirindza and Dean Mokoena set out to
marry the need for businesses close to busy
routes to communicate to travelers nearby,
redirected by traffic congestion about where
they will find alternative shops that can save
on a most precious commodity, namely
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time. Penang and Dean identified a gap
in the advertising space and created an
innovative way of sharing information
while making it easily accessible. Urban
Play provides digital advertising and
communication services in vehicles
using high-definition digital screens. The
screens are mounted in public commuting
vehicles such as Uber, Bolt and busses
to share localised information with
commuters while providing space for
companies to advertise their products
and services. Their start-up journey
took them to apply for entrepreneurial
challenge competitions and Penang as
a student of the University of Pretoria
was introduced to TuksNovation, the
high technology business incubator and
accelerator based at the University. As an
incubatee company,the founders have
been introduced to industry experts and
received support to develop and execute
their first pilot.
Urban Play aims to ensure that the
information shared on the screens
is relevant to the commuters of that
particular means of transport and
route. For example, information on bus
schedules will not necessarily be shared
to commuters using Uber and other
types of transport besides busses. They
intend on curating some of the shared
content in a variety of South Africa’s 11
official languages, considering that there
are areas within the country where the
community predominately communicates
in a preferred language.
During the successful execution of
their pilot Urban Play entered their
solution to the City of Tshwane’s InteruniversityInnovation Challenge which
is a first of its kind in SA. The Challenge

was hosted by The City of Tshwane
who is looking for innovative solutions
that can solve the current problems
Tshwane is facing focusing on transport,
revenue collection, waste management,
electricity and energy. The Inter-university
Innovation Challenge is the collaboration
between the City of Tshwane, Eskom,
The Innovation Hub, Tshwane University
of Technology (TUT), University of South
Africa (UNISA), University of Pretoria
(UP), TuksNovation, Universities South
Africa (USaf) and the Technology
Innovation Agency (TIA). This collaborative
programme serves as a key feature to
remaking Tshwane as “Africa’s Innovation
Capital''.
Over the last year the City of Tshwane has
been engaging with various stakeholders
to better understand the innovation
ecosystem and how to best leverage from
a wealth of expertise that exists within its
borders to achieve its Vision 2030. The
challenge presented students from the
respective universities to showcase their
innovative solutions to improve service
delivery through which the quality of life of
Tshwane residents can be improved.
The challenge held pitching rounds at each
university from which the finalists were
identified to represent their university.
Urban Play was chosen as a finalist and
then attended preparation sessions for
their final pitching and a virtual Bootcamp
programme presented by Alban Eral,
a Blue Ocean Strategy Practitioner and
founder of the Blue Ocean Awards. The
final pitches took place at the Technology
Innovation Agency in Menlyn on the 24th of
November 2020. The adjudication panels
were composed of industry experts and
relevant representatives. A prestigious
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event followed on the 27th of November
at The Innovation Hub where the Mayor
of the City of Tshwane, Councillor Randall
Williams, awarded the prizes. Urban
Play was awarded second place in the
Transport category for 2020.
The Urban Play founders
Penang Shirindza, who is currently an
honour’s student in BCom Informatics at
the University of Pretoria, grew up in the
dusty streets of Nelspruit Mpumalanga,
where he attended the same Primary &
High School as Dean Mokoena. Dean is
currently working in Johannesburg as an
Analyst at one of the Big 4 Auditing firms
(Deloitte). Dean and Penang consider
Urban Play as their first proper tech startup after a streak of failed attempts.
Pilot launch
Urban Play has recently completed its
pilot to validate their model. They aim to
prove their concept in big metropolitan
cities first, and it seems they are well on
their way to a successful launch. They
have however experienced turbulent
times with the execution of their model as
getting Uber drivers or bus companies to
agree to have their vehicles used as test
models has been a challenge. One of the
challenges is bureaucracy and another
being the functionality of the screens. The
intent with content is that it will not only
be informative, but entertaining, as well
as educational. The type of content to
be shared includes, but is not limited, to
products and services, YouTube channels,
environmental conservation, news and
other relevant and memorable content.
Urban Play’s flight to success is yet to take
off, but one thing is for sure, they will be
known well soon.

Penang Shirindza accepted the award for Urban Play
from the City of Tshwane Mayor, Councillor Randall
Williams at The Innovation Hub in Pretoria on the 27th
of November 2020. Photo: The City of Tshwane (Helenus
Kruger)

On Entrepreneurship
Dean stated that Entrepreneurship
is something that can be learned as
he believes in the learning potential
that we all innately have. He states
“Entrepreneurship is a process of
problem-solving, something I personally
enjoy doing. I have always dreamed of
having someone purchase something
that I have built and created.” Penang
echoes his statement that one can unlock
the entrepreneurial potential through
learning. Penang states “I have always had
a burning desire to succeed; therefore
entrepreneurship was a way for me to
realize that desire. It began as far back
as high school where I would sell sweets
to make extra pocket money for myself.”
They are both founders of one South
Africa’s emerging innovative startups.
Incubation at TuksNovation
Penang continues to share that before
entrepreneurs decide to join an incubator,
they should look at the success stories
of the incubatees. This was the fuel to
Urban Play’s journey to becoming part
of TuksNovation. They describe their
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experience as incredibly valuable as
TuksNovation has helped them gain
perspective on various issues which they
would have overlooked. Dean adds that
their incubation journey has prompted
them to think quite technically and
holistically. “Every decision made in your
startup can either cost you money or bring
you money, making it beneficial for you to
have a more long-term outlook on your
decisions, and not just in the short term”.
He wishes that the incubation journey
would never end however he knows that
business does get to a point where they
need to start flying on their own like young
birds leaving the nest.
How they got into the City of Tshwane
Inter-universityInnovation Challenge
Having only found out about the Challenge
a couple of days before the closing
date, these two courageous problemsolvers took a chance and applied for the
Challenge. They then attended workshops
hosted by the City of Tshwane which they
describe as eye-opening for a broader,
innovative way to solve problems within
cities. It provided them with a more
international outlook on what other
startups are doing to solve city problems
more quickly and effectively. They have
expressed their nervousness regarding the
competition, but also maintain an attitude
of confidence to achieve positive results.
What’s next for Urban Play?
Penang almost immediately exclaims
‘Forbes 30 under 30!’ Fun Fact, these
pioneers are both under 25 so that is a
very much attainable goal. On a more

immediate note, they are focused on
implementing what they have learned
from the City of Tshwane competition,
going to market with their business plans
and scaling strategies with strategic
partnerships such as municipal private bus
companies. They are exploring working
with various South African brands and to
form beneficial partnerships to use their
platform to reach commuters and will be
available for open discussions.
Dean adds that he ideally would like
to see screens in busses in the City
of Tshwane within the next 6 months
assisting marketing agencies advertise
on this new platform. One of the biggest
steps will be to partner with suppliers
of digital tablets that would also like to
communicate their brand on the platform.
With the support of TuksNovation and
the City of Tshwane he hopes to achieve
their goals and contributes to improve
the way commuters and businesses can
find each other throughout the city. Dean
and Penang can be reached at info@
urbanplaygroup.com and 072 122 2982.
Urban Play is a shining example of
how entrepreneurship and incubation
support can improve the local economy
and alleviate the lives of people in and
around a city. As a proud partner to the
City of Tshwane Innovation Challenge,
TuksNovation will provide incubation
and piloting support to all the University
Student winners of 2020. To find out
more about how TuksNovation supports
technology start-ups please visit www.
tuksnovation.co.za.
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The University of Pretoria celebrates their winners
of first City of Tshwane Inter-universityInnovation
challenge
By Christi Auret/Dr. Anthon Botha
1 December 2020, Pretoria, South Africa

The City of Tshwane’s Inter-universityInnovation Challenge is a first
of its kind in South Africa. The Challenge was hosted by The City of
Tshwane who is looking for innovative solutions that can solve the
current problems Tshwane is facing focusing on transport, revenue
collection, waste management, electricity and energy.
The Inter-university Innovation Challenge
is the collaboration between the City of
Tshwane, Eskom, The Innovation Hub,
Tshwane University of Technology,
University of South Africa (UNISA),
TuksNovation - the University of Pretoria
high technology business incubator,
Universities South Africa (USaf) and the
Technology Innovation Agency. This
collaborative programme serves as a key
feature to remaking Tshwane as “Africa’s
Innovation Capital”.
This innovation challenge presented
students from the respective universities
to showcase their innovative solutions to
improve the service delivery challenges
through which the quality of life of Tshwane
residents can be improved.
Pitching rounds where held at each
university from which the finalists were
identified to represent their University.
The University of Pretoria had 10 student
start-up companies as finalists. The 10
companies where Tlhoney - KASI Taxi App,
Quxeo Pty Ltd, Urban Play, Binned, Plastic
Gardens, Taukgolo Energy Solutions, 93

Studios (Pty) Ltd, Broomworx Enterprises,
Adaptive Traffic Light Management, and
TrashToTreasure.
The 20 students that represented the
finalist companies engaged in preparation
sessions for their final pitching and a virtual
Bootcamp programme presented by Alban
Eral, a Blue Ocean Strategy Practitioner and
founder of the Blue Ocean Awards. The
final pitches took place at the Technology
Innovation Agency on the 24th of November
in Menlyn to panels of industry experts and
adjudicators. A prestigious event followed
on the 27th of November at The Innovation
Hub where the current mayor of the City
of Tshwane, Councilor Randall Williams
awarded the prizes.
The UP winners in their respective
categories are:
Revenue Collection
1st Prize
Quxeco with founders, Kanayo Asomugha,
Nkosinathi Mpembe and Taleah Ayob.
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Thabang Qumza from the Technology Transfer Office
at the University of Pretoria and 1st Prize winner of the
Transport Category, Brighton Zongondi receiving the
award for Adaptive Traffic Light Management from the
City of Tshwane Mayor, Councillor Randall Williams at
The Innovation Hub in Pretoria on the 27th of November
2020. Photo: City of Tshwane (Photographer Helenus
Kruger).

Founder Penang Shirindza accepting the award for
Urban Play from the current City of Tshwane Mayor,
Councillor Randall Williams at The Innovation Hub in
Pretoria on the 27th of November 2020. Photo: City of
Tshwane (Photographer Helenus Kruger).

They presented a solution to assist
Tshwane residents calculate how much
money they will spend monthly for
electricity usage to avoid paying interest on
outstanding municipality bills.

2nd Prize
Urban Play with founders Penang Shirindza
and Dean Mokoena.

Transport
1st Prize
Adaptive Traffic Light Management with
founders Brighton Zongondi and Audrit
Mayenetja.
Each metropolitan has unique challenges
and the City of Tshwane has daily struggles
with congestion in peak times. The
Adaptive Control Signal will collect traffic
data at major intersections in the City that
will provide the traffic control center with
live data to engage with an algorithm to
determine new cycle times for traffic lights.
With more precise offset times and phase
split times for different intersections. This
tailor-made solution will assist in combating
heavily congested traffic areas and save
road users’ time and lower the cause of
pollution.

Urban Play makes use of mounted digital
screens in public transport vehicles to
display relevant localised information
and offerings from businesses for the
benefit of the commuters while enabling
businesses and community members,
direct communication and access to the
commuters without compromising the
journey and safety. As a digital marketing
business Urban Play can provide marketing
insights to their clients though interactive
digital display devices.
Waste Management
2nd Prize
Binnergy with founder Maritz van
Rensburg.
The solution offers households/businesses/
institutions rewards for sorting their waste
into single stream sources: recyclables,
organics and non-recyclables. Binnergy
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offers households unique sorting bins and
bin adapters which can convert any bin
into an easy-to-use sorting/recycling bin.
The bin adapters and bins are marked
with colour codes and descriptions for
different waste groups to simplify the
sorting process. Additionally, Binnergy
works in collaboration with waste collection
companies to collect pre-sorted waste with
an innovative waste collection tricycle.
The prize allocation will go toward business
support and prototype development.
The process will be closely managed by
TuksNovation the high technology business
incubator at the University of Pretoria.
Advancing innovations will receive research
and intellectual property support from the
Technology Transfer Office at the University
of Pretoria. Feasible innovations that lead
to post prototype development will receive
incubation and pilot support and possible
seed funding if they meet all requirements
set by the partners.

Inventor Maritz van Rensburg from his start-up company
Binnergy, as the runner up in the Waste management
category, receiving his award from the City of Tshwane
Mayor Councillor Randall Williams at The Innovation Hub
in Pretoria on the 27th of November 2020. Photo: City of
Tshwane (Photographer Helenus Kruger).

DON’T
MAKE
EXCUSES.

MAKE A
DIFFERENCE.
By training as a Chartered Accountant, you’ll gain the skills
and perspective needed to make something tangible and
enduring: a difference.
BECOME A DIFFERENCE MAKER.
BECOME A CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT.
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Management and Organisation
Urban Play has two co-founders and run
the business together and currently have
no employees but have service provider
relationships.
Penang Shirindza (24) is a co-founder
in Urban Play and has an educational
background from Rhodes University as he
completed his BCom Degree in Information
Systems and Economics In 2019. Penang
completed his honours degree in BCom
Informatics at University of Pretoria in
2020. Penang is part of the Allan Gray Orbis
Foundation as an Allan Gray Fellow which
cultivates impactful young entrepreneurs.
He was a mentor for first years at Rhodes
University and also held leadership
positions in his residency. Penang has
corporate experience as a Data Analyst at
WNS a listed company on the New York
Stock Exchange.
Dean Mokoena (23) is a co-founder in
Urban Play; he is a postgraduate student
at the University of Johannesburg and by
profession works in the Human Capital
Space in one of the big 4 audit and
consulting firms, he has been actively
involved in entrepreneurial activities and
also runs a small scooter leasing company,
Dean prides himself in getting involved
with business platforms and forums and
serves on the youth business committee in
his local church.

Business Description
Urban Play (Pty) Ltd is digital advertising
company offering well-tailored and
suited digital solutions in order to meet
clients marketing needs and providing
communication to commuter sin the
technologically driven 4th industrial
revolution.
Services are offered at public transport
in taxify/Uber vehicles, buses and taxis
across the country and soon the SADC
region. How this is offered to our clients is
through unique, innovative and efficient
platforms such as digital screens in Uber/
Taxify vehicles, buses and taxis. This
platform merely gives clients direct access
to the commuters of South Africa who are
consumers in various shops.
With Urban Play being a first kind
regarding in transit digital advertising for
Taxify/Uber, buses and taxis, our vision is
to merely be and stay at the forefront of
innovative marketing solutions. We pride
ourselves with being in touch with the
current industrial revolution demands and
using this digital age and era to offer much
more comprehensive marketing services.
Vision and mission statement
Our vision at Urban Play is to provide a
versatile and mobile digital advertising
platform on the move, we aim to reach our
goal through an innovative and digital in
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transit power screen accessible to the eyes
of daily commuters on the Taxify vehicles.
We want to see the organisation be in line
with the fast growing digital revolution and
ultimately in the forefront of innovation
and cutting-edge marketing. We seek
to provide in transit digital advertising
through buses and taxis across SADAC.
Providing a platform for retailers and
other business who seek to promote
their brands, products and services to the
thousands of commuters.
Urban Play (Pty) Ltd is a digital advertising
company offering well-tailored and suited
digital solutions in order to meet clients
marketing needs in the technologically
driven 4th industrial revolution. The
use of digital screens provided by us
for the benefit of the commuters while
enabling stakeholders and clients,
direct communication and access to
the commuters populous without
compromising the journey on the bus,
taxi and Uber ride. Therefore, Urban Play
is ultimately an innovation that presents
a dynamic and a broader base digital
advertising avenue, through an effective,
affordable and advanced approach to
ensure stakeholders of the commuter’s
market direct access and effective
communication to this lucrative market.
Urban Play working through the sharing
Economy of e-hailing services and public
transport, Urban Play sells ad space
on our decentralised shared economy
advertising platform capitalising on the
change in business structures observed
through the growth of platforms such as
Uber, Taxify, AirBnB, Careem and others.
Urban Play provides communication to
the commuters such as the latest news

in the country, weather report, cost of
their journey as well as estimated time of
arrival. The system has been structured
to add value to all parties involved. Urban
Play providing smart advertising. Taxify
drivers/owners/bus companies to earning
extra money by hosting Urban Play
screens in vehicles. Advertising clients
to companies looking to target potential
clients based on LSM, geo-location and
time.
The company holds a long term vision to
nationalise this innovation to major bus
companies and taxis across the nation
creating a broader base and brand impact
for our stakeholders and clients. Vision
lies aims to incorporate developed Apps
that will help smoothen trip duration with
real time traffic information. Our company
has also aligned itself with cutting-edge
digital marketing solutions for our clients.
Thus, having established the need bridge
the gap between primitive advertising
approaches with a much unique and
innovative approach, this ensures our
marketing footprint in the 4th Industrial
Revolution.
Our services are dynamic, which range
from our core service of a transit digital
advertising in Uber/Taxify vehicles and
long term in taxis and buses presenting to
our stakeholders, is very much a vibrant
working class and student populous.
Competition exists in this market, however
with our innovative approach it becomes
evident that our competitors have become
comfortable in this market and liquidated,
are trailing as far as the 4th Industrial
revolution advancement is concerned and
as such are exposed to being out of touch
within the commuters and student market.
This venture presents more opportunity
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than risk, as our target market is a very
much prolific one, as it continues to show
sustainable growth despite inflation effects
on their customers. Corporates largely in
retail make-up the majority of our target
market considering our service provides
for all stakeholders of the commuters and
student market. With current affairs such
as the suffocating and, most consumer
based businesses are required to be more
strategic in communicating and accessing
their market which is decreasing in buying
power due to economic conditions. As
such Urban Play is one strategic avenue
due to our impact based strategic digital
advertising solutions. Opportunities for
our clients are also present as our avenue
strives maximise reach for our clients to
a young youth market at much affordable
price guaranteed to be lower than industry

Edhe Competition

average. Financially, Urban Play is very
fluid, this due to our financial strategy
that allows us to minimise expenses and
to operate functionally with fixed costs, to
ensure above affordability for our clients.
Achievements
•
Edhe Client Entrepreneurship
Intervarsity 2019 Competition
•
Urban Play was awarded the Most
Innovative Business Idea in a
countrywide Client Entrepreneurship
Competition
•
Urban Play was awarded the
Most Innovative Business idea in
The Eastern Cape Province Client
Entrepreneurship Competition
•
Urban Play was awarded the most
innovative business idea at Rhodes
University

START YOUR
ARTICLES, FIND
YOUR CAREER

We’re looking for CTA and PGDA applicants
for 2022 SAICA training contracts.
Our trainees have a range of career options post articles, that might include
being retained by us or ﬁnding employment at one of our clients who
represent all sectors of industry. As an independent member of Morison KSi,
we have even been able to assist certain trainees ﬁnd placement positions
with other member ﬁrms around the globe.
Visit us at tuffiassandberg.co.za/careers

+27 11 524 9700 I recruitment@tsza.co.za

Real People. Real Solutions.
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FundaBotix
By Tshiamo Moumakwe

Meet the two women nurturing young
township innovators through robotics
I started working as a marketing intern at
TuksNovation a few months ago and as
someone who has a keen interest in child
education I was excited to discover one of
the TuksNovation incubatees is focused on
bringing robotics learning to young school
children. I met up with Ntombikayise
Banda and Tshegofatso Thejane, of
FundaBotix to find out more about this
exciting start-up that aims to bring coding
and robotics to children at a young age.
FundaBotix is an ed-tech start-up company
that develops educational robotics kits
that bridge the socio-economic learning
gap in robotics. Their low-cost robotics kits
are tailored for the average South African
household and can be programmed in
Isizulu, English and Sesotho. The financial
gap in robotics education programmes
was quite vast two or three years ago
as robotics was only offered in high-end
private schools, due to the high cost of
robotics kits. FundaBotix saw the tipped
scales and sought out to bring balance
by providing this same technology and
education to children from previously
disadvantaged backgrounds and
underserved markets in a more affordable

way. Their model is intentionally designed
to execute their mandate of providing
quality education of STEM while inspiring
and preparing the youth for the 4th
Industrial revolution (4IR) through skill
acquisition.
Their journey started in 2013 when
Ntombi started an NGO called SciExplo,
which Tshego was a part of, all aimed
at exposing learners in townships to
the various careers possible in STEM.
Ntombi’s personal experience was a
great motivator for this initiative as she
realised her lack of awareness of possible
careers in STEM during her undergraduate
studies at the University of Pretoria.
Through their NGO, SciExplo, they
exposed learners to aeronautics, robotics,
biotechnology, forensic sciences through
week-long programmes during the July
school holidays. They noticed how many
students would start the programme
with little to no knowledge about these
various fields, but as the program and
knowledge progressed, so did their level
of excitement about STEM. Over the years,
they streamlined their program to focus
on programming and robotics, which
presented unexpected challenges, namely,
the expensive cost of importing robotics
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kits. The students would want to keep the
robotics kits after the programs, which
thus sparked the idea to develop their
own low-cost robotics kits for the average
household, birthing FundaBotix.
FundaBotix also has an online academy
with content that supports the use of
the robotics kits, including modules such
as Introduction to Programming and
Introduction to Robotics. Their vision is
to assist learners to learn at their own
pace to ensure an understanding of
the principles that underpin robotics
and programming. The knowledge and
principles gained, which are mathematics
and science based, will thus be used to
programme the robot. FundaBotix has
designed their offering in a way that allows
students to learn in the comfort of their
own home or at a larger scale through
the provision of access to the FundaBotix
curriculum to schools and organisations.
Instructors will be provided with training
regarding pedagogical strategies to
enable them to run these programmes
successfully.
Part of what sets FundaBotix apart from
similar offerings in the market, is the
content of their online academy. As

humans we are generally more likely to
understand and grasp concepts better if
we can relate to them. Ntombi and Tshego
therefore intentionally included examples
in their curriculums that are relatable
to learners from townships. Tshego
illustrates her disconnect growing Up with
physics textbook examples which required
her to imagine a sailboat to calculate the
speed and direction in which it is moving,
though in reality she had never seen nor
been on a sailboat before.
The aim of enhancing and creating a full
learning experience for the learners is
achieved partly through the indigenous
content. In addition to their efforts of
making robotics and programming
more accessible, the FundaBotix Online
Academy platform has been designed in a
way that it can function on both a desktop
and a handheld device. The reality of the
extreme economic inequality in South
Africa is such that your average household
does not own a desktop-this informed
their platform design. The graphics and
materials used in their app/platform have
also been carefully designed in a way that
would require the least amount of data
as possible to address the issue of lack of
digital infrastructure in most townships.

“The aim of enhancing and creating a full learning
experience for the learners is by achieved partly
through the indigenous content.”
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Following the mentorship and guidance
gained through the TuksNovation
Incubation programme, FundaBotix has
since expanded their market from underserved communities such as townships
to include urban areas & independent
schools. Their product however, remains
the same: high quality low-cost robotics
kits and a stellar curriculum. Ntombi
gratifyingly describes the services provided
by TuksNovation as buffet of services,
each targeted at different stages of
business’ development. Coming from an
engineering background with base level
business knowledge, the mentorship
she received helped refine FundaBotix’
business model canvas and minimum
viable product (MVP), among other things.
She adds that in addition to the services
TuksNovation provides, the access to
information has helped FundaBotix take
on opportunities that they otherwise
would not have been aware of. Tshego
explains that after joining Ntombi in 2020
in an effort to build FundaBotix, she was
pleasantly overwhelmed by the level of
knowledge and assistance that Ntombi
had access to through the TuksNovation
incubation programme. According to
her, the value of a network cannot be
accurately quantified.
Considering the impact of COVID-19
and how it accelerated the need for
online schooling platforms, FundaBotix
is intentionally positioning themselves
to possibly partner with government
in hopes to assist with the roll out of
robotics country-wide. Besides this
potential partnership being a great growth
opportunity for FundaBotix, the greater
and more important benefit is the number
of learners who will be positively impacted,
which aligns with the vision FundaBotix

has. There is definitely an appetite for
robotics in the country as evidenced by
the numerous private schools who have
already introduced it as an extra-curricular
programme, however, lack of access
remains an issue.
Currently working on their pilot projects,
we look forward to what FundaBotix has
in store for us in future. Their current
curriculum caters to Grade 8 and 9
learners, however they are gradually
expanding to other high school grades
as well as foundation and intermediate
phase. They plan on expanding their
curriculum to reach a greater audience
and to continue living up to their slogan:
Nurturing young innovators. They hope to
and inspire learners to look at the world
around them and use their critical thinking
skills to generate solutions. They aim to
instill confidence in learners to believe in
their capabilities and capacity to create
change and provide African solutions for
African problems; to instill a culture of
being producers and innovators, not only
consumers.
It goes without saying that these two
women are destined for great success.
Not only are they offering such a
necessary product, but they are changing
the lives and futures of bright young
minds in the process. Exposure brings
awareness, which brings opportunity.
Learners from all over the country,
especially townships have a chance to
access opportunities that they previously
were not aware of.
Education is a life-long journey and what
FundaBotix offers is bound to make this
journey fun and more tech savvy.
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Ntombikayise Banda is the inspirational
entrepreneur behind FundaBotix.
Ntombikayise is an alumnus of the
University of Pretoria and a University of
Cambridge PhD candidate, specialising
in artificial intelligence applications in
education. Drawing on her academic
expertise and passion for E-STEAM
education, Ntombikayise has developed
a low-cost robotic kits designed to teach
school-going learners programming,
engineering, and critical thinking skills in a
fun, engaging, and tangible manner.
The robotic kits are modular in design,
and easily extendible with more electronic
components and sensors. Ntombikayise
hopes to increase learner access and
exposure to robotics and related 4th
Industrial Revolution skills, particularly
for neglected segments such as
townships and rural areas. In early 2019,
FundaBotix was successfully accepted
into TuksNovation’s Virtual Incubation
Programme. Ntombikayise has refined
the robotic kits and have conducted a
pilot with schoolchildren. TuksNovation
has assisted FundaBotix with business
mentorship and advisory, business model

refinement as well as the rebranding of
the company developing a go to market
strategy. Ntombikayise also received
business support and mentorship to help
the company better position itself for
funding opportunities.
The mentorship bore fruits as FundaBotix
was one of twenty social enterprises
(out of 600 applications) to be selected
as finalists for the 2019 SAB Foundation
Social Innovation Awards and was
awarded was a Seed Grant of R200 000
to support its initiatives. Ntombikayise
cites TuksNovation as having being a pillar
of strength for her and the company, as
she received mentorship, networking
opportunities, and access to facilities. As a
result of incubation at TuksNovation, she
was able to formalise and strengthen her
business model, formalise her business
identity, including the trademarking of
“FundaBotix” and develop a go to market
strategy. A key lessons that Ntombikayise
highlights from her journey is realising
the importance of continuous user
feedback, an element that she says needs
to be integrated in all phases of product
development.

FundaBotix

Watch the FundaBotix video here
or copy the following link into your
browser: https://drive.google.com/
drive/folders/1-X8p-8qcTOlGBN7z_
jgdOuoYRNcR0FOU?usp=sharing

FundaBotix developed low-cost robotic kits
designed to teach school-going learners
programming, engineering, and critical
thinking skills. The robotic kits are modular
in design, and easily extendible with more
electronic components and sensors. The kits
can be programmed through mobile devices,
are accompanied by educational material,
and feature support for South
African languages.
Stage: Virtual Incubation Programme
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FundaBotix also offers a novel e-STEAM (Entrepreneurship, Science,
Technology, Engineering, Art, and Math) curriculum where the robotics
platform serves as a vehicle to make Math and Science more relatable
and practical.
The curriculum consists of three inter-related modules: Coding, Robotics, and
Technopreneurship. The curriculum is designed to steer more learners towards STEM
disciplines, position them well for the 4th Industrial Revolution, and to equip them with
entrepreneurship skills to develop innovative and viable technology businesses.
The curriculum is offered through the following services:
•
Extra-curricular (after-school) robotics programs
•
Holiday clubs for NGOs, libraries, churches, etc.
•
Corporate Social Responsibility programs focusing on youth and education

TIMELINE

ABOUT THE FOUNDER
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The entry-level robotics kit is modular in
design and consists of the robot controller
(“brain”), the body, wheels, and various
types of sensors. The robotics kit can be
configured to accomplish various tasks,
such as the following a light source,
following a black line on the floor, and
avoiding obstacles on its path. These tasks
require learners to make use of Math and
Science concepts, thus making learning
of Math and Science, fun, engaging, and
tangible.

WHAT MAKES US UNIQUE

The robotics platform is programmed
using a drag-and-drop visual programming
interface which has been made available
in several African languages, such as
IsiZulu and Sesotho. This is to ensure
that language is not a barrier in learning
how to code. Future plans include making
the software available in all official South
African languages, and languages of
countries FundaBotix expands to.
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AWARDS

HELP US SOLVE INTERESTING PROBLEMS

Like what you see?

APPLY TODAY

soliditech.com/careers-technology-development/
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LinkedIn profile considerations
for graduates
LinkedIn is a social networking platform for business professionals with
over 600 million users. It is advisable that students register and make
use of LinkedIn to find jobs.

Here are some LinkedIn profile considerations for
students and graduates:
Photo
Providing a photo, head
and shoulders up with
a clean background, will
increase your chances
of being searched by
prospective recruiters.

LinkedIn headline
The best formula to write
a graduate headline is
to state what you are
currently doing and what
you aspire to do.

LinkedIn URL
Personalise your URL to
your name and surname.

For example: “Marketing
graduate seeking position
in marketing”.

LinkedIn summary
This section can be regarded as the old cover letter. Some tips to write a summary:
•
Describe what you are currently doing.
•
Describe what you are passionate about. For example, “Completed my degree in
marketing, passionate about thinking out of the box and coming up with creative
ideas.”
•
Add information on any work experiences you might have and mention your
accomplishments.
•
Also add a call for action, for example, “Currently seeking employment in the
Information Technology field”.
•
Do not write more than three paragraphs with three to four sentences per
paragraph.
•
Use key words from industry to allow recruiters to find you more easily.
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for graduates
Work experience
Add work experience, regardless if it was
only part-time, voluntary or vacation jobs.
Skills
It is recommended that you add at least
five skills. Make sure they are skills that
you actually possess and that they are
relevant to your education and past work
experiences.
Endorsements
Do not be shy to ask for endorsements
from former lecturers or employers.
Networking
LinkedIn provides a unique opportunity
to network. Request to network with your
former class mates, friends and family.
Make an effort to also connect with
previous alumni from your institution
particularly relevant to your degree.
Remember to keep communication
professional at all times.
The alumni network provides you with an
opportunity to engage with former alumni
from your education institution. Former
alumni can be a good resource to connect
you with potential future employers.
For example, you could request an
informational interview and not just
directly ask for a job.
Endeavour to follow companies you are
interested to work for; it will provide you
with opportunities to interact strategically
with company recruiters.

Marile Roos
Project Coordinator:
Employability and training
Career Services Office

African Bank

MyWORLD
Bank Account. MyLife.
GROW WITH YOUR MONEY.
The African Bank MyWORLD Bank Account has
been designed to grow with the you of today, to the
you of tomorrow.
As your career expands, you need a bank account
that can keep up. The African Bank MyWORLD Bank
Account is the ideal main transactional bank account
that you can use to manage the funds, from your student
job to your salary. And if you want to be your own boss,
the African Bank MyWORLD Bank Account is equally
adept at handling transactions for a self-run business.
It’s your world. It’s your journey. And an African Bank
MyWORLD Bank Account is here to help you
every step of your way.

with the African Bank MyWORLD Bank Account

Visit africanbank.co.za

African Bank Limited is an authorised FSP and registered credit provider. NCR Reg No: NCRCP7638. Reg No: 2014/176899/06.
*Online banking is Free to use for Telkom, Vodacom, MTN and Cell C networks and cannot be guaranteed for other networks, excluding App downloads.
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LinkedIn training courses
In order to enhance student employability, a new service was introduced by the Career
Services Office (CSO) during 2020. Students can now access strategically selected LinkedIn
employability-related training courses.

The courses I took dealt with how to answer common
interview questions and how to present my LinkedIn
profile to attract the attention of prospective
employers.
I learnt a lot about how easily I can eliminate
myself as a worthy candidate for a job based on
how I answer certain questions, and through body
language that indicates unprofessionalism or a lack
of confidence. I also came to realise that a LinkedIn
profile should be viewed as one’s digital CV, hence it
should reflect the professional side of a person in the
most genuine way possible.
Naledi Semase
BCom Accounting Sciences
(Final year)

People always advised me to get a LinkedIn profile,
but I never really knew how it worked. Going through
both LinkedIn training courses helped me a lot and
I am learning every day how to improve my profile.
I got called for an interview and this course made
things easier for me and for that I am grateful.

Olebogeng Khunou
BCom Financial Sciences
(Graduate)
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The two courses that I did over the LinkedIn Learning
platform were simply amazing. The presenters were
very enthusiastic and I thoroughly enjoyed watching.
They broke down all of the concepts into easy and
concise little bits that are easy to remember.
I implemented the advice given in the Rock your
LinkedIn profile course and my phone has been
buzzing since. The interview course has also
broadened my perspectives around what to expect
when going for interviews and how to approach the
difficult questions that I might have to face.
Wouter Nel
BEngHons Chemical
Engineering

The LinkedIn training courses were phenomenal
and very informative. I really enjoyed the courses on
LinkedIn Learning. I now know personal branding,
career management and how to network in the
business world. These skills will help me enhance my
career going forward. The courses are well managed
and very exciting.

Jabu Kovani
BEng Electrical Engineering
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Alumni success stories
Giving away my age, I started
my BCom degree the year after
Human Resources Management
(the study of human functioning
and utilisation in the workplace)
was moved from the Department
of Psychology to function as
an independent, autonomous
department in the Faculty of
Economic and Management
Sciences.
Liezel Pheiffer Blignaut
Founder & CEO
Human Capital Business
Solutions (HCBsolutions)

“I am also noticing
a shift that more
medium-sized
companies are
showing an
appetite and a
need for what
we do.”

I successively obtained my BCom, BCom
(Hons) and MCom degrees (in what was
then known as Personnel Management)
at the University of Pretoria. I enjoyed the
combination of commercial and workplace
psychology subjects, and, throughout my
career and up to this day that foundation
has helped me to understand and merge
these disciplines into what I do: workplace
psychology, organisational development,
finance, economics, business economics,
statistics, marketing, commercial law,
employment law, and more.
My career journey
In my second year I started volunteering
as committee secretary of the Pretoria
branch of the Institute of People
Management and got to attend all the
conferences for free (which also helped
me build my network). I soon realised I
wanted to create my pillar of expertise
in organisational development, change
and transformation after building a solid
foundation by first gaining experience in
all areas of human resources management
(HRM).
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During the first ten years of my career
I worked at five listed companies in
different industries and gained experience
in all areas of HR, organisational
development and people development.
I also worked closely with executives,
management and across functional areas.
Except for one appointment (where I
heard an agent was strictly looking for
a male candidate, so I approached the
company directly), I was headhunted for
all my other positions and twice appointed
to positions that were up until then
occupied by men with significantly more
experience than I had at that stage.
My last full-time employment role was
in 2000 at an ICT holdings company as
group HR manager. It was the second IT
company to file for liquidation overnight
in the midst of the Y2K aftermath. I had
options to return to corporate roles
but instead decided to start my own
consulting business as I enjoyed working
across companies and industries and had
enough experience to work on a variety of
initiatives focused on my passion - change,
renewal and improvement of business and
people.
I registered Human Capital Business
Solutions (Pty) Ltd in 2001 (a month before
my twins were born) and actively started
consulting when they were one year old.
The first seven years I worked on a few
projects involving primarily organisational
and role structuring, mentorship
programmes, change management, team
development and executive coaching
for mostly large, listed companies. I got
business mostly through word-of-mouth
or people who knew me from my previous

corporate roles. I soon realised (and still
do for myself and the people in our team)
that personal brand, reputation and trust
are powerful to get and maintain clients in
my profession.
In 2009 I went to Qatar in the Middle East
as a trailing expat spouse and, not long
after expatriating, I also started consulting
and coaching for organisations there.
What was supposed to be three years,
ended up being a life-altering amazing
seven years.
Since repatriating back to South Africa in
2016, our clients are now outside South
Africa as well. I am also noticing a shift
that more medium-sized companies are
showing an appetite and a need for what
we do.
I now spend most of my time working
on scaling the business I founded and
lead, as well as doing executive coaching,
leadership and team development,
organisational development, and change
and transformation consulting. I regularly
speak at conferences and have published
a few articles.
I serve as an advisory board member of
the Department of Human Resources
Management in the Faculty of Economic
and Management Sciences at the
University of Pretoria, a non-executive
board member of a youth development
NPO and as chairperson of a board of
directors of an NPC.
I am a registered Master Practitioner
of the South African Board of People
Practices and a member of the Institute of
Directors of South Africa.
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I have been to 42 countries so far and love
to explore different countries and cultures.
I was once invited to exhibit some of my
oil paintings at a Qatar united Nations
Human rights art exhibition to celebrate
International Human rights Day.
Career tips for students and graduates:
•
If you are unsure whether you chose
the right degree to study, reach out
for short job-shadowing opportunities
and watch and read what others are
doing in the field.
•
There are no career ‘mistakes’, it
is never too late to change career
direction, and any degree can help
you to contribute in roles even
outside your field of study.
•
Start a LinkedIn profile and get active
on it so you discover what others are
doing in your areas of interest, adding
your own voice to what you share or
like. In this way you will start to build
your network.
•
Start or get involved in initiatives or
opportunities to build a track record
that you are someone who is not
dependent and waiting for formal
employment.

•

•

•

•

•

See your career in phases where you
can build experience and contribute
in any size organisation, business
venture, job, industry or country in
which you find yourself.
Future growth will be in start-ups and
small and medium businesses that
can successfully scale up and have
a great workplace culture. Although
working for large companies have
advantages for young graduates,
don’t let it hold you back if you cannot
find placement in these roles.
Career progress and success (which
don’t necessarily mean moving up a
career ladder) is the result of making
an impact.
Labels like age (and the generation
we are born in), gender, colour of our
skin and nationality do not define
the contribution we can make in
this world and can even create selflimiting beliefs. However, our unique
strengths do define the contribution
we can make.
People who believe they can make
the world a better place, often go
ahead and do.
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to find the perfect position at first, you will
find it eventually. Secondly, in your first
few years you must simply be a sponge.
Take in as much information as you
can. Get involved in projects that others
may not want to do if you have capacity
because every opportunity is a learning
experience. And learn from the bad and
the good, especially the bad so that you
don’t repeat it later on in your life!

Where are you currently employed?
I am currently employed by Ricoh
South Africa.
What did you study?
I completed an Electrical Engineering
degree at the University of Pretoria. I then
completed my MBA and registered with
the Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants (CIMA).
What is your current job title?
I am the commercial director of the
company.
What tips or advice do you have for
final-year students who are looking to
work next year?
I started my journey looking to become an
engineer but life had other plans, and I am
very happy with the outcome. So, my first
piece of advice is to keep an open mind
and look at all opportunities, not just the
ones you set out on when you embarked
on your academic career. If you struggle

If you could go back in time, is there
anything you would change or do better
when it comes to career planning?
Every career plan I made failed and I
moved into opportunities not related
to the previous ones - and every time in
a different industry. I wanted to be an
engineer but later on in my career I fell
in love with business. So maybe I would
rather have studied to become and
industrial engineer and not specialised
in electrical - but I have no regrets. A
reputable degree from a great university
goes a long way.
What is the most rewarding part of
your job?
People fascinate me and I love meeting
and working with people, that is why for
the better part of my life I have been in
sales. It is both challenging and rewarding
being able to unlock value for people
when they have their own idea of what
value means to them. Now it goes beyond
sales. Value can be added in so many
forms, from selling a product to a client to
mentoring employees and watching them
grow.

African Bank

MyWORLD
Bank Account.

And I can afford it.
BE MONEY SMART.
To get ahead on your journey, you need to
be smart with your money. We get that.
That’s why the African Bank MyWORLD
Bank Account is affordable
and comes with no hidden costs.

Free for download and
online use, the African Bank
MyWORLD Bank Account offers:
South Africa’s lowest
transaction fees.
Best savings rate on any
positive balance.
Plus, you can draw from any ATM in South
Africa at the same low cost.
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Visit africanbank.co.za

African Bank Limited is an authorised FSP and registered credit provider. NCR Reg No: NCRCP7638. Reg No: 2014/176899/06.
*Online banking is Free to use for Telkom, Vodacom, MTN and Cell C networks and cannot be guaranteed for other networks, excluding App downloads.
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A career in the fiduciary field: Calling all
law and accounting postgraduates

The fiduciary field is a niche area
for attorneys and tax practitioners
and lies in the intersection of law
and accounting.
A fiduciary is an individual or company
holding assets for another party, often
with the legal authority and duty to make
decisions regarding financial matters
on behalf of the other party. The word
“fiduciary” also denotes a legal duty of the
utmost good faith.
In South Africa the fiduciary industry
represents the activities of practitioners
involved in estate planning, drafting of
wills, administering trusts, deceased
estates, and beneficiary funds, and
supplying tax advice and compliance
services.
The Fiduciary Institute of Southern Africa
(FISA) is the only professional body
focused solely on representing fiduciary
practitioners in southern Africa. FISA is

a non-profit organisation that sets high
minimum standards for the industry.
FISA members come from trust companies
and banks, as well as the accounting, legal
and financial planning professions. FISA
helps to smooth processes for members
and the public through its good working
relationship with the Master’s Office and
the South African Revenue Service (SARS).
So where do law and tax fit in?
Legislation governing tax is just one
example of fiduciary in practice, as
outlined by just two examples below:
The expat tax
On 1 March 2020 an amendment to the
Income Tax Act was promulgated, bringing
the so-called “expat tax” into play. The
amendment is extremely important for
those who live, work and own or control
assets in more than one country.
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A career in the fiduciary field: Calling all
law and accounting postgraduates
Section 9HA – the effect on estate
administration
Amendments to the Income Tax Act
came into effect in March 2016. These
amendments incorporated the capital
gains tax (CGT) rules applicable at death
(previously contained in paragraph 40-41
of the Eighth Schedule: Capital Gains Tax)
into the new Section 9HA and the revised
Section 25 of the Act.
In short, Section 9HA deals with CGT
in respect of the deemed disposal by a
deceased of all assets to the deceased
estate, whereas Section 25 deals with the
tax treatment of the deceased estate. The
deceased estate is now a separate tax
payer and it became possible that CGT
may arise in the deceased estate.

examples of court cases summarised by
FISA CEO Louis van Vuren are:
In Breetzke and Others NNO v Alexander
NO and Others [2020] ZASCA 97 a trustee
did not disclose a profit he made after
buying and then selling a property from
the trust.
Vermaak NO and Another v Jacobs and
Others [2019] ZAGPJHC 346 is about how
a court will deal with evidence about a
testator’s soundness of mind.
Visit the court case archive and find out
about FISA and candidate membership at
www.fisa.net.za

Candidate membership of FISA
If the above piques your interest, why not
consider becoming a candidate member of
FISA? This will give you all the benefits of
being a full FISA member, except that you
will have no vote at meetings. A candidate
member is invited to all regional meetings
and technical presentations and must
apply for full membership upon reaching
three years’ experience in the industry.
Then consider doing the Advanced
Diploma in Estate and Trust Administration
at the University of the Free State (distance
learning), following which you can apply to
FISA to be considered for the professional
designation, Fiduciary Practitioner of SA®.
Fiduciary-related court cases
FISA has built a fine reputation for
reporting on and summarising court cases
relevant to the fiduciary industry. Two

Louis van Vuren
CEO
FISA

We are not solely scientific when it comes to hiring.
Because we believe in human chemistry.
And action.
So if you think you have the DNA to get us excited,
react now.

Werksmans.
Activate your legal career with us.
#Werksmansitsaboutchemistry
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AFRICAN BANK

Penny Futter, Chief Information Officer at African Bank, is not how you would typically
imagine the IT head of the sixth largest bank in South Africa. At just 42, Penny represents
a new breed of banker.
Passionate about computer science, Penny describes herself as a problem-solving
introvert. With a double major BSc in Computer Science and Psychology under her belt,
she started her career in gaming and gamification, but the lure of the financial sector
attracted her attention. She was soon hired as a programmer where she developed
solutions for interest rate derivatives trading, a hotbed for complex problems. This
cemented her trajectory into the financial services world - and not by accident. She finds
the structured environments of corporates very welcoming and is energised by the
banking sector’s non-stop energy.
“It’s a 24/7 business for people that are in it,” says Penny. “It never shuts down, you’re
always on call. It’s a big challenge for those who have the appetite.”
Added to this are the current changes the industry is undergoing. Incumbent banks
are under pressure from fintechs and challenger banks, as well as external companies
diversifying into their turf.
Banking in fifteen years’ time will look very different, and it already looks very
different from fifteen years ago. This alone is reason enough to be in the industry as a
technologist.
Penny feels it is also a great place to be if you are interested in how people function - in
the human mind and what drives them. “Banking provides the powerful combination of
balancing people and machines.”
She also loves the way African Bank has taken such a deep interest in helping new talent
and bridging the gap between graduates and workplaces.
“Many traditional organisations do not encourage diversity and new perspectives,
forgetting age is also a dimension of diversity,” says Penny. “At African Bank we believe
if you want to get the most out of newcomers, you mustn’t keep them at arm’s length.
Give them support, learning opportunities and resources to collaborate. You’ll be amazed
how they will exceed your expectations.”
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Azoteq Pty Ltd

Azoteq is a fabless semiconductor company with the R&D Headquarter based in Paarl,
Western Cape and has design and manufacturing centers in South Africa and China.
Sales offices and distributors in South Africa, Asia, Europe and the USA. A career at
Azoteq offers engineers the opportunity to work with leading international consumer
electronic brands such as Logitech, Google, Microsoft, Bose, Lenovo and the likes.
We place a premium on innovation and as such, Azoteq is the South African SME with
the most US patents.
At Azoteq you will be working with an elite team to develop lighting and sensing
solutions for consumer electronics, wearables, PC peripherals, IoT, gaming and
security applications.

Degrees we consider
BEng, MEng, PhD Electric / Electronic

Ideal candidate profile
Graduates and postgraduates with
good academic record, does have
an inquiring innovative mind, with
strong work ethics, resilience, and
determination to solve/find solutions
to develop new ideas for products and
services. If the above applies, then
Azoteq is just the employer you are
looking for!

Opportunities offered
•
Permanent
•
Vacation work

How to apply
All graduates and students for holiday
positions are more than welcome to
send their CV’s through to
career@Azoteq.com

Closing date: none

www.azoteq.com/contact
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Brolink (Pty) Ltd

Brolink was established in 1994 with one goal: to help short-term insurance brokers
service their policyholders while growing their businesses. This would be achieved by
taking care of the administration of their books of business, allowing the broker to
do what they do best, namely to write new business and servicing the needs of their
policyholders.
Brolink is a professional, solutions orientated, innovative company operating with
accountability and integrity. We provide exceptional service to insurers and brokers
through motivated people. Our vision is to continue growing our market share as the
leading short-term insurance administrator in South Africa.

Degrees we consider
B.Sc Computer Science or IT,
B.Com IT, B.Eng

Ideal candidate profile
•
Keen interest in the latest
trends in software development;
Committed to delivering high
quality work;
•
Taking ownership of work
delivered;
•
Strong communication skills;
•
Good deductive and inductive
reasoning;
•
Strong analytical and problem
solving capabilities;
•
Ability to adapt to a fast-paced
environment.

Opportunities offered
•
Permanent
•
Vacation work

How to apply
For more information or to apply,
email:
Human.Resources@brolink.co.za

Closing date: 30 November 2021

www.brolink.co.za
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Columbus Stainless (Pty) Ltd

Columbus Stainless, a member of the Spanish based Acerinox S.A Group of Companies,
is the only fully integrated, technologically advanced, single-site stainless steel producer
in Africa. The plant-based in Middelburg, Mpumalanga – produces a wide range
of austenitic, ferritic, utility and duplex grades of stainless steel suitable for most
applications and supplied to various final customers, distributors, engineering shops and
mines in South Africa and globally.
To remain one of the top stainless steel producers, we recruit excellent people and are
committed to training and developing them to reach their full potential and share in our
successes.

Degrees we consider
B.Eng. Metallurgy, B.Eng. Mechanical
Engineering, B.Comm. Accounting,
B.Eng. Industrial Engineering, B.Eng.
Electrical Engineering

Ideal candidate profile
Completed degree, vacation work and
bursaries: depending on availability of
positions.

Opportunities offered
•
Graduate development
programme
•
Internship
•
Contract
•
Vacation work
•
Bursaries

How to apply
Log onto website: www.columbus.
co.za/people/career-opportunities
go to vacancies, register your profile
on online portal (SkillsMap), and apply
for available positions.

Closing date: End of April every year

www.columbus.co.za
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Deloitte

Deloitte is a leading global provider of audit and assurance, consulting, financial advisory, risk
advisory, tax and related services. Our global network of member firms and related entities in more
than 150 countries and territories (collectively, the “Deloitte organization”) serves four out of five
Fortune Global 500® companies. Learn how Deloitte’s approximately 312,000 people make an impact
that matters at www.deloitte.com.
Deloitte & Touche South Africa, one of Africa’s Leading professional service firms provides these
services through nearly 3800 people in 12 Offices in South Africa and 17 cities in Southern Africa.
Deloitte is South African member firm of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited.
We’re looking for ambitious graduates who are keen to play an important role in making an impact
that matters.

Degrees we consider
BCom, BEng, BSc, MCom, Bcom in
Accounting Sciences PGDA

Ideal candidate profile
•
We invest in thinkers who choose to
be different.
•
To become invincible and Make an
Impact that Matters!

Opportunities offered
•
Graduate programme
•
Permanent positions

How to apply
https://smrtr.io/579-6
Consulting InfinityX Graduate Programme Closing date: 31 May 2021
https://smrtr.io/55G8d
Financial Services Advisory Graduate
Programme Closing date: 30 April 2021
https://smrtr.io/55GJv
Actuarial Insurance Solutions Graduate
Programme - Closing date: 30 April 2021
https://www.joindeloitte.co.za
Audit Graduate Recruitment Programme
(CA Stream) – Open all year round

Closing date: 1 March 2021

www.deloitte.com
www.joindeloitte.co.za
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Ernst & Young

At EY, our purpose is Building a better working world. The insights and quality services
we provide help build trust and confidence in the capital markets and in economies the
world over. We develop outstanding leaders who team to deliver on our promises to all
our stakeholders. In so doing, we play a critical role in building a better working world for
our people, for our clients and for our communities.

Degrees we consider
BCom Accounting Science,
BCom Finance, BSC stats & math,
BCom Economics, BSC Actuarial
Sciences, BSC Computer Sciences

Ideal candidate profile
First, second, third and fourth year
undergraduates with impeccable
academic records.

Opportunities offered
•
Graduate development
programme
•
Vacation work
•
Bursaries
•
Articles

How to apply
Apply on our website - attach CV, copy
of ID, matric results and full academic
record to date.

Closing date: 2 December 2021

www.ey.com
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FirstRand CA Training Programme

FirstRand is a South African diversified financial services group with well-known brands
operating in several countries. We provide banking, insurance and investment product
services to retail, commercial, corporate, and public sector customers through businesses
like FNB, RMB, WesBank, Ashburton Investments and Aldermore, among others. It is the
perfect group for you to start a meaningful, rewarding career in financial services, and it
gives you a wide scope of possibilities.

Degrees we consider
Accounting Science, Actuarial Science,
Mathematics, Mathematical Statistics,
Quantitative Risk Management, all
fields Engineering, Data Science,
Postgraduate and Masters programme
in the relevant fields.

Ideal candidate profile
•
Bursaries & Vacation Work: 2nd &
3rd Year
•
Graduate & Training Programme:
Postgraduate

Opportunities offered
•
Bursaries
•
Graduate Programme
•
Training Programme
•
Vacation Work

How to apply
Please submit your Motivational
Letter, CV and Academic Transcript to
www.my4in1.com

Closing date: 31 August 2021

www.my4in1.com
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EPI-USE Labs

Global software solutions and managed services company EPI-USE Labs is on a
phenomenal growth curve, with clients across 49 countries and over 350 skilled
professionals around the world. EPI-USE Labs is a member of the groupelephant.com
family, which employs over 3,000 people and funds a non-profit entity called Elephants,
Rhinos & People (ERP).
At EPI-USE Labs, we create amazing software solutions, perform bespoke developments
for clients and even provide developer services. We’re R&D driven and our main focus
is on the enterprise and business-to-business space. You’ll find that we use the latest
technologies and tools to provide cloud developments with great user interfaces. At the
heart of our company is a culture of driving value through innovation.

Degrees we consider
BSc Computer Science, INF, BSc IT,
BIS MultiMedia, BEng Computer

Ideal candidate profile
Our graduate programme is aimed
at university graduates who want to
take their qualifications to a higher
level. We are looking for intelligent,
articulate graduates with great results
in maths, computing/computer
science, business or similar.

Opportunities offered
•
Graduate development
programme
•
Permanent employment

How to apply
Once you have your latest academic
transcripts available, you’re welcome
to submit your CV and academic
transcript via our careers page
www.epiuselabs.com/careers

Closing date: 31 October 2021

www.epiuselabs.com/careers
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Genius Premium Tuition (Pty) Ltd

Genius Premium Tuition (Pty) Ltd. was founded in 1993. We are a Premium, Private
Tuition and Education Management Firm, operating in the Johannesburg and Pretoria
area in Gauteng.

Degrees we consider
BEng, BSc, Law, BA, etc.

Ideal candidate profile
Excelled in high school, has a vehicle
and driver’s license.

Opportunities offered
•
Graduate development
programme
•
Contract
•
Vacation work
•
Full time
•
Part time

How to apply
Go to www.GeniusPremiumTuition.
com/apply

Closing date: 31 July 2023

www.GeniusPremiumTuition.com/apply
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Investec Bank Ltd

Investec is a distinctive Specialist Bank and Wealth Manager.
We provide a diverse range of financial products and services to a niche client base in
three principal markets, the United Kingdom, South Africa and Australia, as well as certain
other geographies.

Degrees we consider
CA Programme:
BCom, Bachelor of Business Science,
Bachelor of Accounting Science,
BAcc/BRek, BAccLLB
Tech Grad Programme:
BSc Computer Science, BBus Sci
Data Analytics, BIT, BSc IS/IT, BCom
IS/IT, BSc Information & Computer
Engineering, Engineering Degrees
General Grad Programmes:
All Bachelor Degrees

Opportunities offered
•
Graduate development
programme
•
Permanent
•
Contract
•
Bursaries
•
Articles
•
Exposure programmes

Closing date: 31 December 2021

Ideal candidate profile
At Investec we look for dynamic,
energetic people filled with tenacity,
integrity and out of the ordinary
thinking. We value individuals who in
turn value our culture that is, a can-do
attitude while challenging convention.
Diversity, competency, and flexible
leadership are respected in pursuit of
the growth of our business.
We are committed to diversity and
inclusion when recruiting internally and
externally. Preference will be given to
employment equity candidates.

How to apply
www.investec.co.za/grads

www.investec.co.za/grads
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The Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors

The IRBA is a statutory body established in terms of the Auditing Profession Act, Act
26 of 2005, with its primary objective being to protect the investing public. It does so
by regulating auditors through setting, monitoring and enforcing high-quality auditing
standards and ethical behaviour.
The IRBA’s mandate is to protect the financial interests of the public by ensuring that
only suitably qualified individuals are admitted to the auditing profession, and that
registered auditors deliver services of the highest quality and adhere to the highest ethics
standards.

How to become a
Registered Auditor (RA)
•
Bachelor of Accounting Science.
•
Training contract at an accredited
auditing firm.
•
Audit Development Programme
at an auditing firm.
•
Register as an RA.

Ideal candidate profile
If you are committed to serving
the public interest, increasing the
transparency and independence of
auditors, acting against corruption,
improving the quality of audits and
aligning behaviour and integrity
with ethics requirements, a career in
auditing is for you.

www.irbalearning.co.za
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Keystone Electronic Solutions

Keystone Electronic Solutions is an innovative R&D company, based in South Africa that
offers bespoke end-to-end solutions. Using opensource technology, we have established
ourselves as an African leader in the field of unmanned data capture analysis systems.
Our Solutions & Inventions
We specialize in GUI, The Internet of Things (IoT); Mobile Solution and Application
Development, Linux development; Bespoke hardware; ICT, Monitoring of outsourced
manufacturing; and manufacturing process control.

Degrees we consider
•
B.Eng. / B.Sc. Electronic
Engineering
•
B.Sc. Computer Science
•
B.Eng. Computer Engineering

Ideal candidate profile
Innovative, ready-to-learn individual
that is willing to put in the hours
to familiarise themselves with the
languages and platforms. Reliable and
punctual person that can work with a
team and provide feedback of project
progress with integrity and honesty.

Opportunities offered
•
Internship
•
Permanent
•
Vacation work

How to apply
Please send academic transcript
and CV to jobs@kses.net or
simone@kses.net

Closing date: 31 December 2021

www.kses.net
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PwC

At PwC, our purpose is to build trust in society and solve important problems. We’re a network of
firms in 157 countries with over 276 000 people who are committed to delivering quality in assurance,
advisory and tax services. We are committed to helping our clients meet the challenges posed by the
global economy – yet we work locally, bringing appropriate local knowledge and experience to bear
- and using the depth of our resources to provide a professional service, specifically tailored to meet
our clients’ needs.
We live our purpose and our values. Our Code of Conduct guides us, no matter where we are or what
we do. It’s how we do business. It outlines the values and behaviors that define how we do business.
It holds us accountable to be open-minded and responsive and to give out best. What we achieve as
PwC is entirely dependent on how we all individually put our purpose and our values at the center of
everything we do every day, in every action.

Degrees we consider
•
Accounting,
•
Internal Audit,
•
Law,
•
Engineering,
•
IT
•
Social Sciences
•
Risk Management
•
Informatics
•
Applied Statistics
•
Environmental Sciences

Ideal candidate profile
The candidate must be in their final year of
studies or currently in honours.

Opportunities offered
•
Graduate development programme
•
Internship
•
Permanent
•
Contract
•
Vacation work
•
Bursaries
•
Articles

How to apply
www.pwc.co.za/students

Closing date: 30 September 2021

www.pwc.co.za
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Tuffias Sandberg

Who are we?
Tuffias Sandberg is an expert auditing, accounting, tax and business consultancy with a
staff complement of approximately 100 people equipped with the experience, training
and skills to add value to our clients while developing our graduates to be well-rounded
professionals with practical work experience.
What do we do?
We focus on external audit in the private sector across a range of industries with
additional services including tax, company secretarial, accounting & payroll, corporate
consulting & general business advisory services, estate planning & administration of
deceased estates, as well as sustainability and integrated reporting.
Growing graduates, creating careers
Training and development is a key part of our culture through our structured mentorship
programme with a team dedicated to supporting you in obtaining your CA(SA) and
partners who are accessible and actually know your name.
So join our benchmark graduate training programme and find real career opportunities
through our SA and global network.

Degrees we consider
CTA/PGDA

Ideal candidate profile
We’re looking for CTA and PGDA
applicants for 2022 SAICA training
contracts.

How to apply
Visit us at tuffiassandberg.co.za/careers and attach your CV and most recent
academic transcripts

Closing date: 31 December 2021

www.tuffiassandberg.co.za
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Von Seidels

Von Seidels is a dedicated intellectual property law firm specialising in protecting and enforcing IP
rights in South Africa and Africa. Our head office is in Cape Town and we have a satellite office in
Johannesburg, South Africa. We have an office in Namibia, an office in Cameroon and an office in
Nigeria.
At Von Seidels, we are a team that enjoy what we do. We believe in providing forward-thinking, userfriendly solutions to our clients that complement their businesses by making intellectual property
work in their favour.
Our attorneys are a team of dynamic and like-minded individuals that bring together many years of
intellectual property law experience, knowledge and technical expertise.
At Von Seidels we offer services in all fields of IP law including patents, registered designs, trademarks,
copyright, anti-counterfeiting, advertising law, licensing and contracts, commercial IP, IP enforcement,
investigations into IP infringement, litigation in all aspects of IP law and plant breeders’ rights.

Degrees we consider
•
Patents: Technical and Science
Degrees - BEng & BSc - preferably final
year students [postgrad degrees are
better and an LLB is a bonus].
•
Trademarks: Law Degree – LLB, BA
Law & BCom Law - 3rd or final year
students [final year students must
preferably have IP subjects, LLM (IP) is
a bonus].

Ideal candidate profile
•
Impeccable attention to detail (most
important!)
•
Self-motivated, able to work
independently and under pressure (IP
is very deadline driven)
•
Great communication skills (written
and oral)
•
Excellent time management skills

Opportunities offered
•
Articles

How to apply
Send your application (including
all documents listed below) to
work@vonseidels.com
•
•
•
•

Closing date: 1 December 2021

Motivation Letter
Curriculum Vitae
Academic transcript, including senior
certificate
Additional supporting documents

www.vonseidels.com/careers
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Abbreviations
Faculty

Course

Abbreviation

Economic and
Management Sciences

Honours

Hons

Accounting Sciences

Acc

Business Management

Mgt

Communication
Management

Comm

Econometrics

Ecm

Economics

Ecos

Financial Management
Sciences

FinMan

Human Resource
Management

HR

Informatics

Info

Internal Auditing

IntAud

International Relations

IntRel

Investment Management

InvMan

Law

Law

Marketing Management

MM

Public Relations

PR

Statistics

Stats

Supply chain Management

Sup

Taxation

Tax

Chemical

Chem

Civil

Cvl

Electrical

Elecr

Industrial

Ind

Mechanical

Mech

Metallurgy

Met

Mining

Min

Quantity Survey

QS

Information Technology;
Computer Science (and
related IT degrees)

IT

Engineering, Built
Environment and
Information Technology
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Abbreviations
Faculty

Course

Abbreviation

Law

LLB

LLB

Natural and
Agricultural Sciences

Acuarial Science

AccSci

Applied Mathematics
(and Mathematics related
degrees)

Math

Biochemistry

BioChem

Biotechnology

BioTech

Chemistry

Chem

Enviromental Science

EnvSci

Food Science
(and related degrees)

Fsci

Geology

Geo

Microbiology

Mcb

Bachelor of Arts

BA

Social Science

BSocSci

Humanities
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EMS
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

Absa Bank

Graduate
programme/articles

Hons degree (or
higher) in FinMan that
will provide you with
exemptions for the
CIMA managerial level
(objective tests P2, F2
& E2) OR Hons degree
in the Certificate in the
Theory of Accounting
(CTA).

www.absa.africa/
absaafrica/
careers/graduateopportunities/

Professionals in fields
of admin, finance &
acc, project mgt, legal
collections, call centre,
sales, IT, HR, MM, int
aud, risk mgt, credit
analysis, ecos and
many more.

www.africanbank.
co.za

BCom, Engineering,
Science, Health,
MBChB, LLB, Actuarial
Science

http://apply.bcg.com/

BA Law, BCom Law
and LLB

www.apply4law.africa

Opening date:
1 April 2021
Closing date:
30 June 2021

African Bank
Opening date:
All year round

www.africanbank.
co.za/en/home/jobsearch/

Closing date:
All year round

Boston Consulting
Group

Business Analyst
Programme

Opening date:
1 July 2021

Contact person: N/A
GenA@absa.co.za
011 350 4000

Sibongile Mkhize
careers@africanbank.
co.za
0861 111 011

Recruiting.
johannesburg@bcg.
com

Closing date:
17 Sep 2021
Cliffe Dekker
Hofmeyr
Opening date:
01 June 2021

Practical vocational
training
Vacation work

Hlumelo Mtanga

Bursaries

gradteam@cdhlegal.
com

Closing date:
01 August &
01 September 2021
Cosmopolitan
Projects and Central
Developments
Property Group
Opening date:
01 June 2021
Closing date:
30 June 2021

011 562 1000
Graduate programme

Any BCom degree

https://
cosmopolitancareers.
pnet.co.za/applicant/
index
.php?controller=Adve
rts&method=view&ad
vertid=
2af29f56-93f3-41b583f6-5b8502ad26cc
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EMS
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact
https://
cosmopolitancareers.
pnet.co.za/applicant/
index
.php?controller=Adve
rts&method=view&ad
vertid=
2af29f56-93f3-41b583f6-5b8502ad26cc

Cosmopolitan
Projects and Central
Developments Property
Group
(continued)

IzelleN@cosmopro.
co.za
011 541 3800
Deloitte
Opening date:
1 March 2021

Graduate programme
Permanent positions

BCom, BEng, BSc,
MCom, Bcom in
Accounting Sciences
PGDA

Closing date:
30 April 2021

www2.deloitte.com/
za/en.html
www.joindeloitte.
co.za
Ntsike Mthembu /
Vesh Ried
nomthembu@
deloitte.co.za /
pried@deloitte.co.za
+27 (0)11 209 8678 /
011 806 6289

DNA Economics (Pty)
Ltd
Opening date:
28 February 2021
Closing date:
30 September 2021

Internships
Permanent positions

Master’s degree
(completed or to be
completed this year)
in Ecos. Degrees in
Public Economics,
FinMan, Stats,
Development Studies,
and other BSocSci
Master’s degrees with
a strong quantitative
component

http://www.
dnaeconomics.com/
Daleen Nieuwoudt
recruitment@
dnaeconomics.com
012 362 0024
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EMS
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

ENSafrica

Graduate programme

LLB

www.ensafrica.com/
trainees

BCom (Law)

Opening date:
All year round

BA(Law)

Closing date:
All year round

Thabang Ratau
graduates@ensafrica.
com
+27 11 269 7600

Entelect Software

Graduate programme

Opening date:
1 February 2021

BSc, BCom, BIS or
BEng in Computer,
Software, Information
or Electronic related
sciences

Closing date:
1 November 2021

www.culture.entelect.
co.za
Charmaine Kourie
careers@entelect.co.za
011 994 3300

EY
Opening date:
21 January 2021

Graduate programme
Vacation work
Permanent positions
Bursaries

Closing date:
02 December 2021

Articles

FirstRand

Bursaries

Opening date:
Applications currently
open

Graduate programme
Training contract
Vacation work

Closing date:
31 August 2021

Genius Premium
Tuition (Pty) Ltd
Opening date:
1 April 2021
Closing date:
Never

Part-time tutor
positions (R270/hr)
Full-time positions

BCom Acc Sci, BCom
Finance, BSc Stats &
Math, BCom Ecos, BSC
Actuarial Science, BSC
Computer Science

eygbl.referrals.
selectminds.com
Graduate Recruitment
Team
eysagraduates@za.ey.
com

Accounting Science,
Actuarial Science,
Maths, Mathematical
Stats, Quantitative Risk
Management, All fields
Engineering, Data
Science, Postgraduate
and Masters
programme in the
relevant fields

www.my4in1.com

All degrees

www.
GeniusPremiumTuition.
com/apply

Thato Doherty
Thato.Doherty@
firstrand.co.za
011 282 8637

Dean Cook
apply@geniuspremium.
com
support@
geniuspremium.com
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EMS
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

Global Advisors

Internship
Permanent
Contract

Graduates with majors
and strong results in
finance, economics,
engineering,
mathematics and
statistics. We prefer an
Honours- or Masterslevel degree.

https://globaladvisors.
biz/apply

Opening date:
27 January 2021
Closing date:
31 December 2021

Asha Ramluggan
recruitment@
globaladvisors.biz
011 461 6371

ITALTILE LIMITED
Opening date:
1 September 2021

Learnerships
Bursaries

Retail, Supply Chain
and Logistics

Lesley Vaughan
training@italtile.co.za

Closing date:
30 November 2021
KPMG
Opening date:
1 January 2021

www.italtile.com

011 510 9013
Trainee programmes
Vacation work
Bursaries

Closing date:
31 December 2021

BCom Acc, AccSci,
IntAud, Informatics,
Info, IT, Math,
Quantitative Finance,
AppliedMaths,
MathStats, FinSci,
BscEng

www.joinkpmg.co.za
Ellen Phala
gradmeetkpmg@
kpmg.co.za
011 647 7111

MOORE Pretoria
Opening date:
1 January 2021

SAICA &
SAIPA Trainees

Closing date:
31 December 2021
Moyo Business
Advisory (Pty) Ltd
Opening date:
1 February 2021

Graduate
development
programme

BCom Informatics,
BIT or relevant
engineering degree

www.moyoafrica.com

Nedbank

CA Seminar
Experience (CASE) 3
day work experience

René Roux
hr@moorepta.co.za
012 348 7003

Yandri Pienaar
carika.brugman@
moyoafrica.com

Permanent
Vacation work

Closing date:
August 2021

www.mooresouthafrica.com

Internship

Closing date:
31 December 2021

Opening date:
July 2021

BCom FinMan,
BCom Management
Accounting,
BCom Chartered
Accountancy, BCompt
– Acc, Advanced
Diploma in Accounting
Science

012 664 1392
Applicants must
be in their final
undergraduate year
of a SAICA-accredited
BCom degree or
equivalent.

www.nedbank.co.za/ca
CA@nedbank.co.za
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EMS
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

One Capital

Graduate trainee
programme - Advisory
graduate trainee
programme - Sponsor
services

BCom Acc, MgtAcc,
FinAcc; BCom Hons
Acc, MgtAcc, FinAcc,
Fin Math and Stats;
BEng; BA Law,
LLB; BBusSc Ecos;
BCom Ecos, FinMan,
FinPlanning, Law

www.onecapital.co.za

Opening date:
1 January 2021
Closing date:
31 July 2021

Patrick Bate (General
Manager: Group
Administration)
careers@onecapital.
co.za
115505000

PKF South Africa
Opening date:
9 February 2021

SAICA training
contracts 2022 & 2023

BCom Accounting
Sciences and
Postgraduate Diploma
(Accounting Sciences)

info.pretoria@pkf.co.za

Closing date:
31 December 2021
Procter & Gamble
(P&G)

012 809 7000
Internship

All degrees

Permanent positions

Experiencepg.im@
pg.com

Closing date:
31 May 2021

Opening date:
20 April 2021

011 001 9650
Graduate and bursary
programme

Closing date:
31 May 2021
PwC
Opening date:
4 May 2021

www.pgcareers.com
P&G Talent Acquisition

Opening date:
20 April 2021

PSG Konsult

www.pkf.co.za/
careers/trainingcontracts/

Eng & IT, AccSci, Inv,
Ecos, Finance,
Acc, Maths, Stats,
ProjectMan, Marketing,
Law

www.psg.co.za/careers
Tamzyn Barker
graduates@psg.co.za
+27 (21) 918 7800

Internship
Vacation work
Bursaries

Accounting,
Internal Audit, Law,
Engineering, IT

www.pwc.co.za/
students
Kgaogelo Masemene

Articles

Closing date:
30 September 2021

kgaogelo.masemene@
pwc.com
011 797 4000

RCL FOODS
Opening date:
19 March 2021
Closing date:
31 July 2021

Management trainee
programmes

BTechEng or BEng or
BScEng, Agricultural,
Chem, Ind, Elecr,
Mech, Civil or BCom,
FinMan, BSocSci,
BBusinessSci,HR, Sup,
MM, BA Hons

https://rclfoods.com/
management-trainees/
Talent Acquisition team
Recruitment@
rclfoods.com
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EMS
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

SAICA

Bursaries

BCom Accounting
Science, CTA

www.
thuthukabursaryfund.
co.za

Opening date:
01 May 2021

Constance Mogagabe
TBF@saica.co.za

Closing date:
15 August 2021

086 107 2422
STRACHAN & CROUSE

SAICA Articles

BCom Accounting
Sciences, CTA

Opening date:
1 February 2021

www.strachancrouse.
co.za
Gert Meiring

Closing date:
26 November 2021

gertm@
strachancrouse.co.za
012 430 3420

Teach To Rich
Opening date:
1 February 2021
Closing date:
28 February 2022
The Tutor Company
Opening date:
All year round
Closing date:
All year round

Full-time English
teaching jobs and
internships

All degrees

Roy Chetty

TEFL training and
qualification

Graduate Programme
Internships
Admin Positions
Teaching Positions

www.teachtorich.com

info@teachtorich.com

BSc
LLB
BA
BCom

065 562 5019
www.
thetutorcompany.co.za
info@tutcotuition.com
Bella Booysen
Cell 1 - 0684768937,
Cell 2 - 0664796124

Tutoring Positions
Learning Coaches

Panashe Saungweme:
Cell - 0664796124
Truworths
Opening date:
1 January 2021
Closing date:
31 December 2021

Graduate
development
programme

BCom, BBusSci, BSc,
BSc Computer Science,
BTech Information
Technology

www.truworths.co.za
mtpapply@truworths.
co.za
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EMS
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

Tuffias Sandberg

Trainee accountant
positions

BCom Accounting
graduates who are
currently studying
towards their PGDA/
CTA

www.Tuffiassandberg.
co.za/careers

Opening date:
1 April 2021
Closing date:
31 December 2021

HR
recruitment@tsza.co.za
011 524 9700

Twizza Pty (Ltd)
Opening date:
1 July 2021
Closing date:
30 June 2022
Werksmans
Attorneys
First intake
Opening date:
1 February 2021
Closing date:
31 May 2021
Second intake
Opening date:
1 July 2021

Graduate
programmes,
internship, vacation
work, learnership
programmes for
students with
disabilities

Sales, HR, Logistics,
Industrial Engineering,
Marketing, Supply
Chain, Mechanical
Engineering

First intake

BA Law, BCom Law
& LLB

2023 Candidate
Attorney (PVT)
Programme,

www.twizza.co.za
Nelisa Bobie
nelisa@twizza.co.za
010 055 1555
www.werksmans.
com/graduates/
Shesnee Naidoo and
Boitshepo Monedi

Second intake
2024 Candidate
Attorney (PVT)
Programme

graduates@
werksmans.com

Vacation work

011 535 8000

Closing date:
30 September 2021
Wingu Academy and
Tutco Tuition
Opening date:
1 May 2021
Closing date:
No closing date

Tutor, teaching jobs,
content creators and
admin positions

All degrees

www.wingu-academy.
com or
www.tutcotuition.
com
Panashe Saungweme
Info@wingu-academy.
com or
info@tutcotuition.
com
+27 87 550 5169
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EBIT
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

AZOTEQ (PTY) LTD

Vacation work

BEng, MEng, PhD
Electrical / Electronics

www.azoteq.com/
contact

Students (for holiday
positions) and
graduates, email CVs to
career@Azoteq.com
Bell Equipment
Opening date:
1 August 2021

Permanent positions

Louisa Havenga
career@Azoteq.com
Graduate
development
programme

Closing date:
31 January 2021

BSc / BEng Mechanical,
Electrical, Electronic /
Computer Engineering
and Computer
Science / IT, Industrial
Engineering

www.bellequipment.
com/careers
Gylaine Davies
Gylaine.Davies@
bellequipment.com
035 907 9280

Boston Consulting
Group

Business Analyst
Program

BCom, Engineering,
Science, Health,
MBChB, LLB, Actuarial
Scien

http://apply.bcg.com/

Graduate
development
programme

B.Sc Computer Science
or IT, B.Com IT, B.Eng

www.brolink.co.za

Opening date:
1 July 2021

Recruiting.
johannesburg@bcg.
com

Closing date:
17 September 2021
Brolink (Pty) Ltd
Opening date:
1 May 2021

Brolink Human
Resources

Closing date:
30 November 2021

Human.Resources@
brolink.co.za
011 673 0000

Dariel Software
Pty Ltd
Opening date:
19 April 2021
Closing date:
30 September 2021

Graduate
development
programme

Computer Science and
Computer Engineering

www.dariel.co.za/
careers/darielgraduates
Busi Thabethe
busi.thabethe@dariel.
co.za
0115665720
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EBIT
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

Deloitte

Graduate programme

BCom, BEng, BSc,
MCom, Bcom in
Accounting Sciences
PGDA

www2.deloitte.com/
za/en.html

Opening date:
1 March 2021

Permanent positions

Closing date:
30 April 2021

www.joindeloitte.
co.za
Ntsike Mthembu /
Vesh Ried
nomthembu@
deloitte.co.za /
pried@deloitte.co.za
+27 (0)11 209 8678 /
011 806 6289

Entelect Software

Graduate Programme

Opening date:
1 February 2021

BSc, BCom, BIS or
BEng in Computer,
Software, Information
or Electronic related
sciences

Closing date:
1 November 2021
Envisage
Opening date:
1 April 2021

www.culture.entelect.
co.za
Charmaine Kourie
careers@entelect.co.za
011 994 3300

Vacation
Contract

B.Eng
B.Sc Computer Science

Permanent

https://envisage.
solutions/
Birgit Smythe

Closing date:
31 December 2021

bsmythe@envisage.
email
084 424 7448

EPI-USE Labs
Opening date:
28 February 2021

Graduate programme
Permanent positions

BSc Computer
Science, INF, BSc IT,
BIS MultiMedia, BEng
Computer

Closing date:
31 October 2021

www.epiuselabs.com/
careers
Jhani Coetzee
careers.za@labs.
epiuse.com
010 020 7822

EY
Opening date:
21 January 2021
Closing date:
02 December 2021

Graduate programme
Vacation work
Permanent positions
Bursaries
Articles

BCom Accounting
Science, BCom
Finance, BSC Stats
& Math, BCom
Economics, BSC
Actuarial Science, BSC
Computer Science

eygbl.referrals.
selectminds.com
Graduate Recruitment
Team
eysagraduates@za.ey.
com
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EBIT
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

FNB

Graduate
development
programme

IT
Engineering
Actuarial Science
Mathematics and
Statistics

www.fnb.co.za/
careers

Opening date:
3 May 2021

Vacation work

Closing date:
31 August 2021
FirstRand
Opening date:
Applications currently
open

Opening date:
1 April 2021

giselle.ras@fnb.co.za
064 514 6316

Bursaries
Graduate programme
Training contract
Vacation work

Closing date:
31 August 2021

Genius Premium
Tuition (Pty) Ltd

Giselle Ras

Part-time tutor
positions (R270/hr)

Accounting Science,
Actuarial Science,
Maths, Mathematical
Stats, Quantitative Risk
Management, All fields
Engineering, Data
Science, Postgraduate
and Masters
programme in the
relevant fields

www.my4in1.com

All degrees

www.
GeniusPremiumTuition.
com/apply

Full-time positions

Thato Doherty
Thato.Doherty@
firstrand.co.za
011 282 8637

Dean Cook

Closing date:
Never

apply@geniuspremium.
com
support@
geniuspremium.com

Global Advisors
Opening date:
27 January 2021

Internship
Permanent
Contract

Closing date:
31 December 2021

Hatch

Permanent Graduate
Positions

Opening date:
1 May 2021

Bursaries

Closing date:
31 August 2021

Graduates with majors
and strong results in
finance, economics,
engineering,
mathematics and
statistics. We prefer
an Honours- or
Masters-level degree.

https://globaladvisors.
biz/apply

BSc, Beng or Btech
in Engineering
(Mechanical, Civil,
Electrical, Mining,
Chemical and
Industrial)

jobs.hatch.com

Asha Ramluggan
recruitment@
globaladvisors.biz
011 461 6371

Rudzani Molaudzi
rudzani.molaudzi@
hatch.com
011 239 5300
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EBIT
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

Keystone Electronic
Solutions

Internship

B.Eng. / B.Sc.
Electronic Engineering
B.Sc. Computer
Science
B.Eng. Computer
Engineering

www.kses.net

Opening date:
3 May 2021

Permanent
Vacation work

Closing date:
31 December 2021
KPMG
Opening date:
1 January 2021

Simone Gair
jobs@kses.net or
simone@kses.net
012 460 4135

Trainee Programmes
Vacation work
Bursaries

Closing date:
31 December 2021

Bachelor of Acc,
AccSci, IntAud,
Informatics, Info, IT,
Math, Quantitative
Finance, AppliedMaths,
MathStats, FinSci,
BscEng

www.joinkpmg.co.za
Ellen Phala
gradmeetkpmg@
kpmg.co.za
011 647 7111

Moyo Business
Advisory (Pty) Ltd
Opening date:
1 February 2021

Graduate
development
programme

Bcom Informatics,
BIT or relevant
engineering degree

Internship
Vacation work

Procter & Gamble
(P&G)

Internship

012 664 1392
All degrees

Permanent positions

Experiencepg.im@
pg.com

Closing date:
31 May 2021

Opening date:
20 April 2021

011 001 9650
Graduate and Bursary
Programme

Closing date:
31 May 2021
PwC
Opening date:
4 May 2021
Closing date:
30 September 2021

www.pgcareers.com
P&G Talent Acquisition

Opening date:
20 April 2021

PSG Konsult

Yandri Pienaar
carika.brugman@
moyoafrica.com

Permanent

Closing date:
31 December 2021

www.moyoafrica.com

Eng & IT, AccSci, Inv/
Ecos/Finance
Acc, Maths/Stats,
ProjectMan, Marketing
Legal

www.psg.co.za/careers
Tamzyn Barker
graduates@psg.co.za
+27 (21) 918 7800

Internship
Vacation work
Bursaries
Articles

Accounting,
Internal Audit, Law,
Engineering, IT

www.pwc.co.za/
students
Kgaogelo Masemene
kgaogelo.masemene@
pwc.com
011 797 4000
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EBIT
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

RCL FOODS

Management Trainee
Programmes

BTechEng or B.Eng or
BScEng, Agricultural,
Chem, Ind, Elecr,
Mech, Civil, B.Com,
FinMan, BSocSci,
B.BusinessSci,HR, Sup,
MM, BA Hons

https://rclfoods.com/
management-trainees/

BIT - Information
Technology

www.retrorabbit.co.za

Opening date:
19 March 2021
Closing date:
31 July 2021
Retro Rabbit
Opening date:
3 May 2021

Graduate programme
Permanent positions

BSc Information
Technology
BSc Computer Science

Closing date:
5 November 2021

Talent Acquisition team
Recruitment@
rclfoods.com

Dory Hanekom
recruitment@
retrorabbit.co.za
(012) 004 2820

SOLIDitech
Opening date:
3 March 2021

Permanent
Contract

Engineering
Computer Science

Closing date:
31 December 2021

https://soliditech.
com/careerstechnologydevelopment/
current-vacancies/
SOLIDitech Recruitment
recruitment@
soliditech.com

Steinmuller Africa
(Pty) Ltd

Graduate programme
(Engineer-in-Training)

Opening date:
1 May 2021

BSc Mechanical
Engineering

www.steinmuller.
bilfinger.com

BEng Mechanical
Engineering

Mary Davel
graduate.
steinmuller@bilfinger.
com

Closing date:
15 September 2021
Teach To Rich
Opening date:
1 February 2021
Closing date:
28 February 2022

Full-time English
teaching jobs and
internships
TEFL training and
qualification

All degrees

www.teachtorich.com
Roy Chetty
info@teachtorich.com
065 562 5019
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EBIT
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

The Tutor Company

Graduate Programme

BSc
LLB
BA
BCom

www.
thetutorcompany.co.za

Opening date:
All year round
Closing date:
All year round

Internships
Admin Positions
Teaching Positions

info@tutcotuition.com
Bella Booysen
Cell 1 - 0684768937,
Cell 2 - 0664796124

Tutoring Positions
Learning Coaches

Panashe Saungweme:
Cell - 0664796124
Truworths
Opening date:
1 January 2021

Graduate
development
programme

BCom, BBusSci,
B.SC, B.Sc Computer
Science, BTech
Information
Technology

www.truworths.co.za

Graduate
Programmes/
Internship/ Vac
Work/ Learnership
Programmes for
students with
disabilities

Sales, HR, Logistics,
Industrial Engineering
Marketing, Supply
Chain, Mechanical
Engineering

www.twizza.co.za

Tutor, teaching jobs,
content creators and
admin positions

All degrees

Closing date:
31 December 2021
Twizza Pty (Ltd)
Opening date:
1 July 2021
Closing date:
30 June 2022
Wingu Academy and
Tutco Tuition
Opening date:
1 May 2021
Closing date:
No closing date

mtpapply@truworths.
co.za

Nelisa Bobie
nelisa@twizza.co.za
010 055 1555
www.wingu-academy.
com or
www.tutcotuition.
com
Panashe Saungweme
Info@wingu-academy.
com or
info@tutcotuition.
com
+27 87 550 5169
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NAS
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

Boston Consulting
Group

Business Analyst
Program

BCom, Engineering,
Science, Health,
MBChB, LLB, Actuarial
Scien

http://apply.bcg.com/

Graduate programme

BCom, BEng, BSc,
MCom, Bcom in
Accounting Sciences
PGDA

www2.deloitte.com/
za/en.html

Opening date:
1 July 2021

Recruiting.
johannesburg@bcg.
com

Closing date:
17 September 2021
Deloitte
Opening date:
1 March 2021

Permanent positions

Closing date:
30 April 2021

www.joindeloitte.
co.za
Ntsike Mthembu /
Vesh Ried
nomthembu@
deloitte.co.za /
pried@deloitte.co.za
+27 (0)11 209 8678 /
011 806 6289

DNA Economics
(Pty) Ltd

Internships
Permanent positions

Opening date:
28 February 2021
Closing date:
30 September 2021

EY
Opening date:
21 January 2021
Closing date:
02 December 2021

Graduate programme
Vacation work
Permanent positions
Bursaries
Articles

Master’s Degree
(completed or to be
completed this year) in
Economics.
Degrees in Public
Economics,
Finance, Statistics,
Development Studies,
and other social
science master’s
degrees with a
strong quantitative
component

www.dnaeconomics.
com

BCom Accounting
Science, BCom
Finance, BSC Stats
& Math, BCom
Economics, BSC
Actuarial Science, BSC
Computer Science

eygbl.referrals.
selectminds.com

Daleen Nieuwoudt
recruitment@
dnaeconomics.com
012 362 0024

Graduate Recruitment
Team
eysagraduates@za.ey.
com
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NAS
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

FNB

Graduate
development
programme

IT
Engineering
Actuarial Science
Mathematics and
Statistics

www.fnb.co.za/
careers

Opening date:
3 May 2021

Vacation work

Closing date:
31 August 2021
FirstRand
Opening date:
Applications currently
open

Opening date:
1 April 2021

giselle.ras@fnb.co.za
064 514 6316

Bursaries
Graduate programme
Training contract
Vacation work

Closing date:
31 August 2021

Genius Premium
Tuition (Pty) Ltd

Giselle Ras

Part-time tutor
positions (R270/hr)

Accounting Science,
Actuarial Science,
Maths, Mathematical
Stats, Quantitative Risk
Management, All fields
Engineering, Data
Science, Postgraduate
and Masters
programme in the
relevant fields

www.my4in1.com

All degrees

www.
GeniusPremiumTuition.
com/apply

Full-time positions

Thato Doherty
Thato.Doherty@
firstrand.co.za
011 282 8637

Dean Cook

Closing date:
Never

apply@geniuspremium.
com
support@
geniuspremium.com

Global Advisors
Opening date:
27 January 2021

Internship
Permanent
Contract

Closing date:
31 December 2021

IQbusiness
Opening date:
1 June 2021
Closing date:
31 August 2021

Graduate programme

Graduates with majors
and strong results in
finance, economics,
engineering,
mathematics and
statistics. We prefer
an Honours- or
Masters-level degree.

https://globaladvisors.
biz/apply

All degrees

https://iqbusiness.
net/

Asha Ramluggan
recruitment@
globaladvisors.biz
011 461 6371

Marcel Komape
mkomape@iqbusiness.net
011 259 4000
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NAS
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

KPMG

Trainee Programmes

Bachelor of Acc,
AccSci, IntAud,
Informatics, Info, IT,
Math, Quantitative
Finance, AppliedMaths,
MathStats, FinSci,
BscEng

www.joinkpmg.co.za

Opening date:
1 January 2021

Vacation work
Bursaries

Closing date:
31 December 2021

Ellen Phala
gradmeetkpmg@
kpmg.co.za
011 647 7111

Nedbank
Opening date:
July 2021

Quantitative
Exploration
Programme (QEP) 3
day work experience

Applicants must
be in their final
undergraduate year or
post graduate year of
any Maths, Statistics,
Applied Maths or
similar quantitative
degree.

www.nedbank.co.za/
quants

Quantitative Graduate
Programme

Applicants must
be in their final
undergraduate year or
post graduate year of
any Maths, Statistics,
Applied Maths or
similar quantitative
degree.

www.nedbank.co.za/
quants

BVSc

www.petcore-vet.com

Closing date:
August 2021
Nedbank
Opening date:
3 May 2021
Closing date:
30 June 2021
Petcore Vet Group
Opening date:
1 April 2021

Vet Surgeon/ Senior
Vet Surgeon/Associate
Vet Surgeon

petcoreyuenlong@
gmail.com
+852 63498040
Internship

All degrees

Permanent positions

Experiencepg.im@
pg.com

Closing date:
31 May 2021

Opening date:
20 April 2021
Closing date:
31 May 2021

www.pgcareers.com
P&G Talent Acquisition

Opening date:
20 April 2021

PSG Konsult

Quants@nedbank.
co.za

Micky Tong

Closing date:
30 August 2021
Procter & Gamble
(P&G)

Quants@nedbank.
co.za

011 001 9650
Graduate and Bursary
Programme

Eng & IT, AccSci, Inv/
Ecos/Finance
Acc, Maths/Stats,
ProjectMan, Marketing
Legal

www.psg.co.za/careers
Tamzyn Barker
graduates@psg.co.za
+27 (21) 918 7800
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NAS
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

RCL FOODS

Management Trainee
Programmes

BTechEng or B.Eng or
BScEng, Agricultural,
Chem, Ind, Elecr,
Mech, Civil, B.Com,
FinMan, BSocSci,
B.BusinessSci,HR, Sup,
MM, BA Hons

https://rclfoods.com/
management-trainees/

All degrees

www.teachtorich.com

Opening date:
19 March 2021
Closing date:
31 July 2021
Teach To Rich
Opening date:
1 February 2021
Closing date:
28 February 2022
The Tutor Company
Opening date:
All year round
Closing date:
All year round

Full-time English
teaching jobs and
internships

Talent Acquisition team
Recruitment@
rclfoods.com

Roy Chetty

TEFL training and
qualification

info@teachtorich.com
065 562 5019

Graduate Programme
Internships
Admin Positions
Teaching Positions

BSc
LLB
BA
BCom

www.
thetutorcompany.co.za
info@tutcotuition.com
Bella Booysen
Cell 1 - 0684768937,
Cell 2 - 0664796124

Tutoring Positions
Learning Coaches

Panashe Saungweme:
Cell - 0664796124
Truworths
Opening date:
1 January 2021

Graduate
development
programme

BCom, BBusSci,
B.SC, B.Sc Computer
Science, BTech
Information
Technology

www.truworths.co.za

Tutor, teaching jobs,
content creators and
admin positions

All degrees

www.wingu-academy.
com or
www.tutcotuition.
com

Closing date:
31 December 2021
Wingu Academy and
Tutco Tuition
Opening date:
1 May 2021
Closing date:
No closing date

mtpapply@truworths.
co.za

Panashe Saungweme
Info@wingu-academy.
com or
info@tutcotuition.
com
+27 87 550 5169
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Law
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

Allen & Overy

Vacation work

LLB, BCom Law, BA
Law

www.allenovery.com

Please visit website for
open & closing dates

Articles of Clerkship
Bursaries

GraduateRecruitment.
SouthAfrica@AllenOvery.com
010 597 9850

Boston Consulting
Group

Business Analyst
Program

BCom, Engineering,
Science, Health,
MBChB, LLB, Actuarial
Scien

http://apply.bcg.com/

Practical Vocational
Training

BA Law, BCom Law
and LLB

www.apply4law.africa

Opening date:
1 July 2021

Recruiting.
johannesburg@bcg.
com

Closing date:
17 September 2021
Cliffe Dekker
Hofmeyr
Opening date:
1 June 2021

Hlumelo Mtanga

Vacation Work
Bursaries

gradteam@cdhlegal.
com

Closing date:
1 August &
1 September 2021
Clyde & Co
Opening date:
28 February 2021

011 562 1000
Graduate programme
Articles beginning
2023 & 2024

LLB or studying
towards

www.clydeco.com
Refilwe Kenoshi

Vacation Work
graduatessa@clydeco.
com

Closing date:
30 August 2021

010 286 0350
ENSafrica
Opening date:
All year round
Closing date:
All year round

Practical vocational
Training

LLB

Vacation work

BA(Law)

BCom (Law)

www.ensafrica.com
Thabang Ratau
graduates@ensafrica.
com
+27 11 269 7600
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Law
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

Genius Premium
Tuition (Pty) Ltd

Part-time tutor
positions (R270/hr)

All degrees

www.
GeniusPremiumTuition.
com/apply

Opening date:
1 April 2021

Full-time positions

Dean Cook
apply@geniuspremium.
com

Closing date:
Never

support@
geniuspremium.com
Gildenhuys Malatji
Inc

Vacation work
Articles

Opening date:
1 January 2021

LLB compulsory, which
can be accompany
with any other LAW
degree

Opening date:
All year round

Karen Burger
kburger@gminc.co.za

Closing date:
31 May 2021
Legal Aid South
Africa

www.gminc.co.za/
careers

012 428 8622
Articles - Future
Attorneys
Recruitment
Programme
(Candidate Attorneys)

B.Proc/LLB

https://legal-aid.co.za/
working-at-legal-aidsouth-africa/
Prince Kutama and
Kedibone Thinda

Closing date:
All year round

PrinceK@Legal-aid.co.za
and KediboneT@Legalaid.co.za
012 664 2921 or
082 603 0242

MacRobert Attorneys
Opening date:
1 April 2021
Closing date:
Never

Articles

LLB, BCom Law

www.macrobert.co.za/
careers/candidateattorneys
Fikile Mavangwa
fmavangwa@gmail.com
012 425 3410
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Law
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

Phatshoane Henney
Group of Associated
Law Firms

Vacation work

LLB, BCom Law &
BA Law (with Post
Graduate LL.B)

www.phfirms.co.za/
graduates/Home.aspx

Practical Vocational
Training (Articles)

Opening date:
1 January 2021
Closing date:
31 May 2021
Procter & Gamble
(P&G)

azola@phinc.co.za
051 400 4075
Internship

All degrees

Permanent positions

Experiencepg.im@
pg.com

Closing date:
31 May 2021

Opening date:
4 May 2021

www.pgcareers.com
P&G Talent Acquisition

Opening date:
20 April 2021

PwC

Azola Ndiza

011 001 9650
Internship
Vacation work
Bursaries

Accounting,
Internal Audit, Law,
Engineering, IT

www.pwc.co.za/
students
Kgaogelo Masemene

Articles

Closing date:
30 September 2021

kgaogelo.masemene@
pwc.com
011 797 4000

Savage Jooste &
Adams
Opening date:
Currently Open

Graduate programme
(articles)
Vac Programme

Vac Programme: 3rd
year LLB Students
Graduate programme
(articles): LLB

Opening date:
1 February 2021
Closing date:
28 February 2022

Natasha Venter
natashav@savage.co.za

Closing date:
28 May 2021
Teach To Rich

www.savage.co.za

012 452 8200
Full-time English
teaching jobs and
internships
TEFL training and
qualification

All degrees

www.teachtorich.com
Roy Chetty
info@teachtorich.com
065 562 5019
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Law
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

The Tutor Company

Graduate Programme

BSc
LLB
BA
BCom

www.
thetutorcompany.co.za

Opening date:
All year round
Closing date:
All year round

VDT Attorneys Inc
By 31 January each
year for articles in the
following year.
Von Seidels

Internships
Admin Positions
Teaching Positions

Bella Booysen
Cell 1 - 0684768937,
Cell 2 - 0664796124

Tutoring Positions
Learning Coaches

Articles of Clerkship

LLB

Articles of clerkship

Closing date:
1 December 2021

Patents: Technical
and Science Degrees
- BEng & BSc preferably final year
students [postgrad
degrees are better and
an LLB is a bonus].
Trademarks: Law
Degree – LLB, BA Law
& BCom Law - 3rd or
final year students
[final year students
must preferably have
IP subjects, LLM (IP) is
a bonus].

First intake
Opening date:
1 February 2021
Closing date:
31 May 2021
Second intake
Opening date:
1 July 2021
Closing date:
30 September 2021

Panashe Saungweme:
Cell - 0664796124
www.vdt.co.za/Careers.
aspx?CareerID=225
info@vdt.co.za

Opening date::
1 May 2021

Werksmans
Attorneys

info@tutcotuition.com

First intake
2023 Candidate
Attorney (PVT)
Programme
Second intake

BA Law, BCom Law
& LLB

www.vonseidels.com/
careers
Nadine Auret
work@vonseidel.com
021 526 2800

www.werksmans.
com/graduates/
Shesnee Naidoo and
Boitshepo Monedi

2024 Candidate
Attorney (PVT)
Programme

graduates@
werksmans.com

Vacation work

011 535 8000
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Law
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

Wingu Academy and
Tutco Tuition

Tutor, teaching jobs,
content creators and
admin positions

All degrees

www.wingu-academy.
com or
www.tutcotuition.
com

Opening date:
1 May 2021
Closing date:
No closing date

Panashe Saungweme
Info@wingu-academy.
com or
info@tutcotuition.
com
+27 87 550 5169
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Humanities
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

Allen & Overy

Vacation work

LLB, BCom Law, BA
Law

www.allenovery.com

Please visit website for
open & closing dates

Articles of Clerkship
Bursaries

GraduateRecruitment.
SouthAfrica@AllenOvery.com
010 597 9850

Boston Consulting
Group

Business Analyst
Program

BCom, Engineering,
Science, Health,
MBChB, LLB, Actuarial
Scien

http://apply.bcg.com/

Practical Vocational
Training

BA Law, BCom Law
and LLB

www.apply4law.africa

Opening date:
1 July 2021

Recruiting.
johannesburg@bcg.
com

Closing date:
17 September 2021
Cliffe Dekker
Hofmeyr
Opening date:
1 June 2021

Hlumelo Mtanga

Vacation Work
Bursaries

gradteam@cdhlegal.
com

Closing date:
1 August &
1 September 2021
Clyde & Co
Opening date:
28 February 2021

011 562 1000
Graduate programme
Articles beginning
2023 & 2024

LLB or studying
towards

www.clydeco.com
Refilwe Kenoshi

Vacation Work
graduatessa@clydeco.
com

Closing date:
30 August 2021

010 286 0350
DNA Economics
(Pty) Ltd
Opening date:
28 February 2021
Closing date:
30 September 2021

Internships
Permanent positions

Master’s Degree
(completed or to be
completed this year) in
Economics.
Degrees in Public
Economics,
Finance, Statistics,
Development Studies,
and other social
science master’s
degrees with a
strong quantitative
component

www.dnaeconomics.
com
Daleen Nieuwoudt
recruitment@
dnaeconomics.com
012 362 0024
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Humanities
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

ENSafrica

Practical vocational
Training

LLB

www.ensafrica.com

Vacation work

BA(Law)

Opening date:
All year round

BCom (Law)

Thabang Ratau
graduates@ensafrica.
com

Closing date:
All year round

+27 11 269 7600
Genius Premium
Tuition (Pty) Ltd
Opening date:
1 April 2021

Part-time tutor
positions (R270/hr)

All degrees

Full-time positions

www.
GeniusPremiumTuition.
com/apply
Dean Cook

Closing date:
Never

apply@geniuspremium.
com
support@
geniuspremium.com

Legal Aid South
Africa
Opening date:
All year round

Articles - Future
Attorneys
Recruitment
Programme
(Candidate Attorneys)

B.Proc/LLB

https://legal-aid.co.za/
working-at-legal-aidsouth-africa/
Prince Kutama and
Kedibone Thinda

Closing date:
All year round

PrinceK@Legal-aid.co.za
and KediboneT@Legalaid.co.za
012 664 2921 or
082 603 0242

MacRobert Attorneys
Opening date:
1 April 2021
Closing date:
Never

Articles

LLB, BCom Law

www.macrobert.co.za/
careers/candidateattorneys
Fikile Mavangwa
fmavangwa@gmail.com
012 425 3410
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Humanities
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

Phatshoane Henney
Group of Associated
Law Firms

Vacation work

LLB, BCom Law &
BA Law (with Post
Graduate LL.B)

www.phfirms.co.za/
graduates/Home.aspx

Practical Vocational
Training (Articles)

Opening date:
1 January 2021

azola@phinc.co.za
051 400 4075

Closing date:
31 May 2021
Procter & Gamble
(P&G)

Internship

All degrees

Permanent positions

Experiencepg.im@
pg.com

Closing date:
31 May 2021

Opening date:
19 March 2021

011 001 9650
Management Trainee
Programmes

Closing date:
31 July 2021
Teach To Rich
Opening date:
1 February 2021
Closing date:
28 February 2022
The Tutor Company
Opening date:
All year round
Closing date:
All year round

www.pgcareers.com
P&G Talent Acquisition

Opening date:
20 April 2021

RCL FOODS

Azola Ndiza

Full-time English
teaching jobs and
internships

BTechEng or B.Eng or
BScEng, Agricultural,
Chem, Ind, Elecr,
Mech, Civil, B.Com,
FinMan, BSocSci,
B.BusinessSci,HR, Sup,
MM, BA Hons

https://rclfoods.com/
management-trainees/

All degrees

www.teachtorich.com

Internships
Admin Positions
Teaching Positions
Tutoring Positions
Learning Coaches

Recruitment@
rclfoods.com

Roy Chetty

TEFL training and
qualification
Graduate Programme

Talent Acquisition team

info@teachtorich.com

BSc
LLB
BA
BCom

065 562 5019
www.
thetutorcompany.co.za
info@tutcotuition.com
Bella Booysen
Cell 1 - 0684768937,
Cell 2 - 0664796124
Panashe Saungweme:
Cell - 0664796124
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Humanities
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

Twizza Pty (Ltd)

Sales, HR, Logistics,
Industrial Engineering
Marketing, Supply
Chain, Mechanical
Engineering

www.twizza.co.za

Closing date:
30 June 2022

Graduate
Programmes/
Internship/ Vac
Work/ Learnership
Programmes for
students with
disabilities

VDT Attorneys Inc

Articles of Clerkship

LLB

Opening date:
1 July 2021

Articles of clerkship

Closing date:
1 December 2021

Patents: Technical
and Science Degrees
- BEng & BSc preferably final year
students [postgrad
degrees are better and
an LLB is a bonus].
Trademarks: Law
Degree – LLB, BA Law
& BCom Law - 3rd or
final year students
[final year students
must preferably have
IP subjects, LLM (IP) is
a bonus].

First intake
Opening date:
1 February 2021
Closing date:
31 May 2021
Second intake
Opening date:
1 July 2021
Closing date:
30 September 2021

www.vdt.co.za/Careers.
aspx?CareerID=225
info@vdt.co.za

Opening date::
1 May 2021

Werksmans
Attorneys

nelisa@twizza.co.za
010 055 1555

By 31 January each
year for articles in the
following year.
Von Seidels

Nelisa Bobie

First intake
2023 Candidate
Attorney (PVT)
Programme
Second intake

BA Law, BCom Law
& LLB

www.vonseidels.com/
careers
Nadine Auret
work@vonseidel.com
021 526 2800

www.werksmans.
com/graduates/
Shesnee Naidoo and
Boitshepo Monedi

2024 Candidate
Attorney (PVT)
Programme

graduates@
werksmans.com

Vacation work

011 535 8000
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Humanities
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

Wingu Academy and
Tutco Tuition

Tutor, teaching jobs,
content creators and
admin positions

All degrees

www.wingu-academy.
com or
www.tutcotuition.
com

Opening date:
1 May 2021
Closing date:
No closing date

Panashe Saungweme
Info@wingu-academy.
com or
info@tutcotuition.
com
+27 87 550 5169
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Education
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

Genius Premium
Tuition (Pty) Ltd

Part-time tutor
positions (R270/hr)

All degrees

www.
GeniusPremiumTuition.
com/apply

Opening date:
1 April 2021

Full-time positions

Dean Cook
apply@geniuspremium.
com

Closing date:
Never

support@
geniuspremium.com
Global Teacher
Recruitment

Teach abroad
programmes in Asia

All degrees

Through out the year

www.globalteacherrecruitment.com
Brenda Le Roux
info@globalteacherrecruitment.com
010 442 2432

IQbusiness

Graduate Programme

BSc, BCom, BA degrees

Opening date:
1 July 2019

Yolanda Drotskie
grads@iqbusiness.net

Closing date:
31 August 2019
OVC Work, Study,
Travel Abroad
Pretoria

011 259 4000
Graduate Programme

All degrees

Vacation work

robyn@ovc.co.za
012 342 1852

Closing date:
1 December

Opening date:
20 April 2021
Closing date:
31 May 2021

www.ovc.co.za
Robyn Surgeson

Permanent

Opening date:
1 January

Procter & Gamble
(P&G)

www.iqbusiness.net

Internship
Permanent positions

All degrees

www.pgcareers.com
P&G Talent Acquisition
Experiencepg.im@
pg.com
011 001 9650
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Education
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

Teach To Rich

Full-time English
teaching jobs and
internships

All degrees

www.teachtorich.com

Opening date:
1 February 2021
Closing date:
28 February 2022
Willearn Education
Opening date:
All year round

Roy Chetty

TEFL training and
qualification

info@teachtorich.com
065 562 5019

Graduate Programme

All degrees

Permanent

Lin Xu
apply@willearn.com

Closing date:
All year round
Wingu Academy and
Tutco Tuition
Opening date:
1 May 2021

www.willearn.com

011 883 1812
Tutor, teaching jobs,
content creators and
admin positions

All degrees

www.wingu-academy.
com or
www.tutcotuition.
com
Panashe Saungweme

Closing date:
No closing date

Info@wingu-academy.
com or
info@tutcotuition.
com
+27 87 550 5169

Work In China
Opening date:
All year round
Closing date:
All year round

Graduate Programme
Contract
Permanent
Contract
Permanent

All degrees

www.workinchina.co.za
Matthew Rudolph
Matthew.rudolph@
workinchina.co.za
012 004 1261
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Health Sciences
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

Boston Consulting
Group

Business Analyst
Program

BCom, Engineering,
Science, Health,
MBChB, LLB, Actuarial
Scien

http://apply.bcg.com/

Part-time tutor
positions (R270/hr)

All degrees

www.
GeniusPremiumTuition.
com/apply

Opening date:
1 July 2021

Recruiting.
johannesburg@bcg.
com

Closing date:
17 September 2021
Genius Premium
Tuition (Pty) Ltd
Opening date:
1 April 2021

Full-time positions

Dean Cook
apply@geniuspremium.
com

Closing date:
Never

support@
geniuspremium.com
Procter & Gamble
(P&G)

Internship

All degrees

Permanent positions

P&G Talent Acquisition

Opening date:
20 April 2021

Experiencepg.im@
pg.com

Closing date:
31 May 2021
Teach To Rich
Opening date:
1 February 2021
Closing date:
28 February 2022
Wingu Academy and
Tutco Tuition
Opening date:
1 May 2021
Closing date:
No closing date

www.pgcareers.com

011 001 9650
Full-time English
teaching jobs and
internships

All degrees

www.teachtorich.com
Roy Chetty

TEFL training and
qualification

info@teachtorich.com
065 562 5019

Tutor, teaching jobs,
content creators and
admin positions

All degrees

www.wingu-academy.
com or
www.tutcotuition.
com
Panashe Saungweme
Info@wingu-academy.
com or
info@tutcotuition.
com
+27 87 550 5169
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Theology and Religion
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

Genius Premium
Tuition (Pty) Ltd

Part-time tutor
positions (R270/hr)

All degrees

www.
GeniusPremiumTuition.
com/apply

Opening date:
1 April 2021

Full-time positions

Dean Cook
apply@geniuspremium.
com

Closing date:
Never

support@
geniuspremium.com
Procter & Gamble
(P&G)

Internship

All degrees

Permanent positions

P&G Talent Acquisition

Opening date:
20 April 2021

Experiencepg.im@
pg.com

Closing date:
31 May 2021
Teach To Rich
Opening date:
1 February 2021
Closing date:
28 February 2022
Wingu Academy and
Tutco Tuition
Opening date:
1 May 2021
Closing date:
No closing date

www.pgcareers.com

011 001 9650
Full-time English
teaching jobs and
internships

All degrees

www.teachtorich.com
Roy Chetty

TEFL training and
qualification

info@teachtorich.com
065 562 5019

Tutor, teaching jobs,
content creators and
admin positions

All degrees

www.wingu-academy.
com or
www.tutcotuition.
com
Panashe Saungweme
Info@wingu-academy.
com or
info@tutcotuition.
com
+27 87 550 5169
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Veterinary Science
Company

Opportunities

Degrees we consider

Contact

Genius Premium
Tuition (Pty) Ltd

Part-time tutor
positions (R270/hr)

All degrees

www.
GeniusPremiumTuition.
com/apply

Opening date:
1 April 2021

Full-time positions

Dean Cook
apply@geniuspremium.
com

Closing date:
Never

support@
geniuspremium.com
Procter & Gamble
(P&G)

Internship

All degrees

Permanent positions

P&G Talent Acquisition

Opening date:
20 April 2021

Experiencepg.im@
pg.com

Closing date:
31 May 2021
Teach To Rich
Opening date:
1 February 2021
Closing date:
28 February 2022
Wingu Academy and
Tutco Tuition
Opening date:
1 May 2021
Closing date:
No closing date

www.pgcareers.com

011 001 9650
Full-time English
teaching jobs and
internships

All degrees

www.teachtorich.com
Roy Chetty

TEFL training and
qualification

info@teachtorich.com
065 562 5019

Tutor, teaching jobs,
content creators and
admin positions

All degrees

www.wingu-academy.
com or
www.tutcotuition.
com
Panashe Saungweme
Info@wingu-academy.
com or
info@tutcotuition.
com
+27 87 550 5169

African Bank

MyWORLD
Bank Account.

MyFuture.

African Bank is made up of people who make a difference in
everyday life. We offer possibilities for talented and innovative
people to enjoy career paths, filled with success and personal
growth. Professionals in the fields of administration, finance &
accounting, project management, legal collections, call centre, sales,
information technology, human resources, marketing, auditing, risk
management, credit analysis, economics and many more are the
core of our excellence.

JOIN OUR WORLD.
For career information and vacancies
contact our HC department.

Visit africanbank.co.za

African Bank Limited is an authorised FSP and registered credit provider. NCR Reg No: NCRCP7638. Reg No: 2014/176899/06.
*Online banking is Free to use for Telkom, Vodacom, MTN and Cell C networks and cannot be guaranteed for other networks, excluding App downloads.
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Make today matter

www.up.ac.za/career-services

